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Governor Mills, Engineer Miller Senator Burrow Is Preparing
and Warden Romero Inport on Lorimer Bribery
Scenic
Highway.
Investigation.
spect
Governor Mills, Territorial Engineer Miller, and Penitentiary Warden
Cleofes Romero are inspecting the
Scenic Highway today in the Santa
Fe canon. The convict camp is to be
moved to the Santa Fe Trail road construction between Glorieta and Las
Vegas.

Treasurer and Auditor Agree.
For the first time in the recollection
of ofhoials, the books of the territorial
treasurer and the territorial auditor
balanced absolutely on the evening of
November 30, the end of the fiscal
year. The following is an abstract of
the statement:
Treasurer's balance November 30,
.

1910, $609,599.34.

Auditor's

balance,

November

30,

1910 $569,042.67.

Outstanding warrants,

$40,881.67.

Total, $609,924.34.

Treasurer's direct payment, insurance fund from 60th fiscal year, $350.
Total, $609,599.34.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Warden Cleofes
Romero $778, convicts' earnings; and
$20.25 from Game Warden Thomas P.
Gable.
Mounted Police.
The Mounted Police have identified
Arthur Effler arrested at Raton for
passing a bogus check in the Arcade
saloon, as J. F. Eppler who passed a
check on Antonio F. Joseph, Jr., at
Ojo Caliente, Taos county, which has
been returned protested. The check
was for $55. Effler, alias Eppler, represented himself as the son of a rich
St. Louis widow who had come to
New Mexico to invest in lands.
The Mounted Police are also keeping a sharp lookout for Peter Ravig-li- a
and Batisto Maronionl who killed
two American miners and wounded a
third in Cochise county, Arizona, and
made their way into New Mexico. The
men are Italians and the board of
commissioners of Cochise
county
county hns offered a reward of $1,000
for their apprehension. The Mounted
Police would not be astonished if the
men turned up at Carthage or Daw
son or at Magdalena, as they are miners and there are many Italians in
camps.

those-minin-

Insurance Company.
The Bankers' Life Association of
Des Moines, Iowa, seeks admission in
New Mexico and M. D. Schneider,
their representative, was in consultation today with the territorial insurance department.
Automobile Insurance.
The insurance department has noti
fied all fire insurance companies operating in this territory

that they

cannot under the law, issue contracts
of insurance on automobiles covering

against burglary or theft.

THREE KILLED BY
BRUTAL ASSASSIN.
House at Durham,
North Carolina,
Set on Fire to Hide Ghastly
Crime Bodies in Ruins.

Re-

Special to New Mexican.

' Washington, D. C, Dec. 20. The
appointment of J. C. .Roberts and E.
11.
Wright, as associate justices of the
New Mexico supreme court was confirmed today by the United States
senate. John T. Bolton, was
at Carlsbad
postmaster
The
Carlsbad.
Springs, formerly
name was changed on petition of
Carlsbad people who invoked the aid
The
of Delegate W. H. Andrews.
has ruled
postoffice
department
names for post ofagainst
fices hut Delegate Andrews succeeded in having this rule set aside in
this instance.
The Lorimer Bill.
Washlgton, Dec. 20. Senator Burrows, chairman of the senate committee on privileges and elections, waa
authorized today to prepare a report
on the investigation of charges of
bribery in connection with the election of Senator Lorimer of Illinois.
Mr. Burrows announced that the report will be In compliance with the
views expressed in the report of the
which exonerated Senator Lorimer but did not pass on the
truth or falsity of the evidence involving the Individual members of the Illinois legislature. He did not think
there would be a minority report, but
probably will be! accompanied by individual statements of some members
of the committee.
two-wor- d

NEVER QUARRELED WITH HIS
WIFE BUT HE IS DEAD.
Missouri Freak Who Maintained That
He Had Always Told the Truth
Died at Kirksville.
Kirksville, Mo., Dec. 20. William
Howard Seeks, whose proudest boast
is that he never told a lie nor quarreled with his wife, and who had celebrated more wedding anniversaries
probably than any man la north Missouri, died yesterday at his home near
here, aged 89. He and his wife were
planning to celebrate their seventieth
wedding anniversary on December 24
Fashionable

Hotel Permits
Women to Smoke.

New oYrk, Dec. 20 One of the new
fashionable hotels in New York, under international management, has
lifted the ban, and now permits wom
en to smoke in any part of house. A
horrified guest reported to the manager that several women were smok- ling in the palm room. "Why not?"
asked the manager. 'There is no law
against women smoking. Since coming to America I have been amazed at
the way in whoch hotel managers
here regard this habit .which is so
common in all the hotels of England
and the continent. I thought this was
a free country, but such discrimination is an outrage against the wom
en. I certainly ssould much prefer to
see a woman smoking than drinking
a cocktail."

Durham, N. C. Dec. 20. Three
charred bodies were found in the
ruins of the burned home of J. L. San- STUBBORN FIGHT
ders near Hester last night and
strands of a girl's hair were discovered in a pool of blood in the yard.
If! MOUNTAIN S
This led to the arrest an hour later.
Nathan Montague, a negro is charged
with criminal assault, murder and arson. The negro was rushed to Dur- General Navarro Unable to
and will be
ham for
Hold Advantage He
transferred to the state penitentiary
Had Won
following an inquest this afternoon.
The bodies are believed to be those of
Mr. Sanders, daughter Mary and the
FOR REBELS
Near
granddaughter.
where the hair was found, the searchers picked up a large pocket-knif- e
Chistained with blood. This was identi-- J Sixty Wounded Bound for
huahua
Goverment
tied as belonging to Montague. The
Train Fired on.
negro was discovered at home. He
fought, but was beaten into submission and taken into custody.
Chihuahua, Dec. 20, It was learned
today that General Navarro failed to
TEMPLE IRON COMPANY
capture Mai Paso, despite the previPUT OUT OF BUSINESS, ous reports from Mexico City to that
effect. The losses on both sides durAffiliaOn Account of Its Railroad
ing the two days fighting are reporttions, It is Permanently Enjoined to be heavy. A troop train which
ed By U. S. Circuit Court.
left here Saturday with soldiers is
said to have failed to effect the proDec. 20. Following
Philadelphia,
The
juncture with Navarro.
posed
Comdecision
the
its
that
Temple Iron
which left here Saturday with
train
pany, controlled by the Reading and
to have been fired upother anthracite railroads, was an soldiers is said
on and many government troops
Illegal combination in restraint of
killed and wounded.
It Is also re
trade, the U. S. circuit court here towounded
will be
that
sixty
ported
enday issued a decree permanently
to this city. The passengers
joining the corporation from doing brought
train had been held up near La Junbusiness.
ta on last Thursday and has 'not been
Government
for
Half
Victory
Only
Navarro
Philadelphia, Dec. 20. The court heard from since. General
Peder-nalle- s
however does not grant the govern- encountered the insurrectos at
and Mai Paso on Thursday and
ment's request that other points of
the case be dismissed "without preju- by night fall seemed to have the tight
dice. The court simply dismissed the won. He has since reported that the
other contentions of the government Insurgents brought in heavy rein
and it is a question whether the gov- forcements, estimating them as high
aoama n
ernment can ever take up again cer- a a O AAA n tWflav XTi ttq
tain alleged combinations It mention- have been unable' to hold the advan
ed in the bill of complaint.
tage ot the day before.
safe-keepin-g

d
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DESTRUDTION'.STS DEATH ROLL IS NOW

ELEVEN

COLD ANQ HUNGER

NOT II SALOON IN THE COUNTY

ON OTHER

WONDERFULTEACHERS, PUPILS

Too Much Legislation of the City and County Authorities Are Magnificent Opportunities For Thousands of Men in Line at Chi Visit to School at Alamogordo
Shows How Blind Are
Progressive Stamp, Insists
Investigating so as to
Raising Fruit and Makcago in Biting Wind for
Santa Fe's PresidentPlace Blame.
of
Coffee.
Cup
Taught to See.
ing Money.
-

Los Angeles, Dec. 20. "I do not be-- '
liev the railroads would view him
with equanimity," said President Rip
ley of the Santa Fe railroad when
asked last night how he regarded
Roosevelt as a 1912 presidential possibility. "People who are boasting ol

New York, Dec. 20. An investiga-- j
tion into the causes of the explosion
in the New York Central power house
yesterday which resulted in ten deaths
injury to more than three hundred per
sons and a money loss of more than
two million dollars, was continued to
day by the city and county authorities.
It is generally conceded that the first
cause of the upheaval was a runaway

the
progress in government
are destructionists, nothing else," Mr.
Ripley continued. "Their work is not
building up, but tearing down. We
are struggling under too much legislation of all kinds, but particularly of
the
progressive stamp. Railroads have nothing to expect from
either party. As between the Republicans and Democrats at the present
time, there is nothing to choose. Both
are controlled by destructive factions."
Will Give Fifteen Minutes' Notice.
Chicago, Dec. 20. "The sixty-onwestern roads whose engineers are
asking for increased pay must come
to a settlement this week or there
will surely be a strike. And if the
engineers do strike the railroads will
get fifteen minutes' notice no more."
d

train ot electric cars in the Central
cut near Fiftieth street and Lexington
avenue that crashed over the bumpers
against the power house, broke a feed
pipe and caused a large quantity of
gas to accumulate in the power house
basement. This was probably deton
ated by an electric spark from a short
circuit.
John B. Guthier the .electrician died at a hospital during the
night, adding one to yesterday's list

d

of dead.

HON. THOMAS B. CATRON
INTERVIEWED AT LAST VEGAS.

e

He Expects Santa Fe' County to Give
a Big Majority for the Con-

stitution.

"Every voter in the territory, whether he favors the constitution or not
should cast his ballot at the election
for the rejection or acceptance of the
document, on January 21," said T. B.
to congress, promCatron,
inent lawyer of Santa Fe and one of
the framersof the constitution. "Get
out and show your colors, is my advice to the voters," continued Mr.
Catron.
"If there is a heavy vote at the
election the constitution will be carried by a good-sizemajority," continued the Santa Fe lawyer and
statesman1. "But if the vote is light
there is a possibility for its defeat.
There is no question but that a ma
jority of the voters favor the constitution and want statehood. But
many of these will, sUev the-'- r vote
will not be needed and will no take
the trouble to go to tbe polls. On the
other hand, the men who do not favor
the constitution will all cast their
ballots. I think it is the duty of the
press of the territory to urge the necessity for a heavy vote."
Mr. Catron said that despite the
fact the action of the Democratic
convention in Santa Fe Saturday did
not bind the members of that party
to vote against the constitution, he
had been informed by prominent
Democrats that their party would be
united against the document in Roosevelt, Curry and Quay counties. The
opposition of those counties, Mr. Catron believes, can be swallowed up in
the big majority that will be piled up
for the constitution in other parts of
New Mexico if the voters will turn
out and register their opinions.
Mr.
Catron believes Santa Fe county will
give the constitution an immense ma
jority.

HON. L. B. PRINCE ELECTED
PRESIDENT APPLE CONGRESS.
New National Organization is Launched Successfully at Denver Executive Committee is Chosen.

Denver, Colo., Dec. 20. With the
election of officers the first annual
American Apple Congress ended Saturday afternoon at the Albany hotel,
but before the chairman's gavel fell
for the last time it was evident that
the new organization had become one
of really national importance.
There were so many offers from
cities in various parts of the country
for the next convention that the
choice was left, to the executive com
mittee. The first vice president
elect. Senator J. H. Crowley, offered
his personal guarantee of $15,000 to
induce the congress to select Pueblo
as the next convention city, but there
were offers from Los Angeles, Cleve
land, New Orleans and Chicago but
these-citieasked
information, regarding the wants of the congress.
until tnese offers are replied to, no
action will be taken by the executive
committee which held its first session
immediately after the adjournment of
the Congress.
L. B. Prince of New
Mexico was chosen president without
much contest. The names of P. H.
Troutman and Senator .1. H. Crowley
had been presented to the congress
yesterday afternoon, when a caucus
was called for all the Colorado dele
gates. This caucus picked Prince as
its candidate and the other delegates
quickly fell in line. The other off!
cers selected are: First vice president
Senator J. H. Crowley; second vice
president, E. M. Sly, Washington; BOSTON WOOL MARKET
QUIET AND FIRM.
third vice president, B. F. Coombs,
Missouri; treasurer, E. H. Shepard,
Oregon; secretary, C. L. Oliver, Pao-ni- Dealers Say There is Fair Inquiry But
it is Confined to Immediate
Colo.
Wants.
Executive Committee Chosen.
The following were elected memBoston, Dec. 20 The local wool
bers of the executive committee: W.
T. Bosman, Colorado; W. S. Hunt, market continues quiet and firm but
Washington; M. W. Mills, New Mexi- strength Is more manifest in fleece
co; Professor Aven Nelson," Wyom- than in territory wools. The dealers
ing; J. Edward Taylor, Utah. The say that there is fair inquiry but buy
ing is confined to immediate wants.
governors of other
states will each be asked to name a Good staple wool is steady at 64 to 65
representative to act upon the com cents on the scoured basis. There Is
better demand for Ohio quarter blood
mittee.
Other New Mexico delegates hon- and sales as high as 28 cents are reored were M. W. Mills of Springer, ported. Sellers of washed Delane are
who was chosen a member of the ex demanding 34 cents. Pulled wool
ecutive committee. Alex Gusdorf of shows little change and the foreign
Taos, who was chosen New Mexico product is dull.
vice president; Herbert J. Hagerman
of Roswell, who was placed on the CUSTOMS OFFICIALS
WATCH THE HORNET.
legislative committee; M. Peterson of
Costilla, and C. H. McHenry of Aztec
Vessel is Suspected of Carrying Arms
on the transportation committee.
and Ammunition for Some
The legislative committee consists
Revolutionary Movement.
of two representative a jobber and
a grower from each state. John C.
New Orleans, Dec. 20. The reveBell, Montrose, Colo.; O. G. France,
Washington; Joseph M. Carey, Wy nue cutter Davy again this afternoon
oming, and W. H. Ray, Utah, were anchored alongside the yacht Hornet
and special customs inspectors were
elected state vice presidents.
Ten states sent representatives. placed o shore opposite the Hornet's
They were Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, anchorage with instructions to report
Washington, Ohio, Missouri, North promptly any activities in connection
Carolina, Georgia, New Mexico, and with her preparations for sailing. The
Michigan. There are, however, more Hornet is suspected of carrying men
than twenty which likely will be In- and war ammunition for a revolutionary movement in some Central Americluded in the list next year.
In addition to the election of offi can republic.
cers and the reading of various pa
pers, yesterday, resolutions advocatO. A. LARRAZOLO
ing necessary legislation were adoptSPEAKS TONIGHT.
e
Laws prohibiting the shipment of
O. A. Larrazolo,. the Demodiseased or wormy apples, for the
cratic leader, will deliver an
adoption of a uniform standard of
address on the constitution tograding and for the appointment of in
night at the court house. The
spectors to decide between growers
and jobbers, where disputes arose,
meeiing will be called to order
at
p. m. and it will be
were among the most important. It
alBO was urged that the congress pre
brisk, short and snappy. Every one is invited to hear this,
pare to fight the withdrawal of the
noted Democrat and gifted
privilege of storage in transit, proposed by the Interstate commerce com
speaker.
mission.
d

apple-growing

-

William Butler, publisher and editor
Chicago, Dec. 20. While the big
of the Farmington
is State street shopping district reports
Christmas buying this year on a more
naturally a booster for San Juan elaborate and expensive scale than
county. What is more, it is not alto- for years. "Hogan's Flop" and other
gether theory with him for he has resorts of the underdogs give sordid
A score
of State
gone into fruit raising and is niakins tales of misery.
Mr. street merchants yesterday reported a
good in that line of endeavor.
veritable golden harvest this year.
Butler was a delegate to the Demo But thousands
of men, shivering, illy
cratic convention and sang the fol clad, stood in line for hours in the
lowing paean of his home county:
biting wind last night for their turn
It is my opinion that an agricultural to obtain a tin cup of coffee and a
roll from the coffee wagon sent out
and horticultural section, San Juan
Malcolm McDowell.
by
county, New Mexico, stands unexcellCharity Coping With Destitution.
ed in the world and rarely if ever
Chicago, Dec. 20. It was the tenth
In the lirst line we grow
equalled.
that McDowell, formerly a newsnight
from
the
everything
fruits, such as the prunus simoni, soft paper reporter, now a banker, had bis
shelled almond and English walnut coffee wagon out to feed the hungry
to the apple and the peach in all their unemployed, and results have shown
While this is a fact, San that this charity is almost as badly
perfection.
as in the "panic" winter of
Juan county is still an empire of un- needed
190J-08- .
The
lodging
municipal
developed resources. As an instance,
had more than four hundred
house
season
of
main
the
irrigating
during
the months of Ajirll, May and June, lodgers, while "Hogans Flop," a
building, where men may sleep
are
when all our irrigating ditches
filled to their present capacity, our on the bare floor for a nickle, had
rivers are still so full of water as to more than thirteen hundred homeless
be unsafe for fording most of the men within Its walls last night.
time. What we need is men and capital to utilize this vast amount of BULLETS FLY
OVER JUG OF WHISKY.
waste water on the unsurpassed fertile
lands that are now lying unused in
our county. For those who are wise Editor Punctures One Man's Lungs
enough to come to the county now and
and Another's Throat Peaceget in on the ground floor there awaits
maker Gets it in Neck.
a sure and certain competence.
Rock Lake, N. D., Dec. 20. George
This year our fruit crop was not Digglns has a bullet bole in his lung
more than an average one. George E. and Charles Bills has one in the neck
Allen, whose fruit farm is within two as the result of the
of
miles of Farmington sold $S,000 worth Editor Treadwell of markmaiiship
"Rock Ripples".
of peaches off six acres, of orchard. Editor Treadwell is in
jail at Cando
As an indication of the profit and
the result of the injuries of
awaiting
possibilities of fruit culture in that the two men. The shooting followed
section I will mention my own per- the
of some
whisky
sonal experience this year. I have from disappearance
the editor's office. Treadwell
two peach trees of the" Champion vasuspected Diggins and demanded the
riety, from which this fall I gathered return of the whisky and also the keys
and sold 30 boxes each or a yield to the editorial sanctum.
Diggins deof 600 pounds of marketable peaches nied
the liquor and, also retaking
withI
per tree. These peaches sold
fused to hand over the keys. Tread-v'el- l
out packing, the buyer tak'ng the
attacked Diggins and Bills atrun of the tree at 2 cents per pound
to act as peacemaker. Tread'-or a gross receipt of $12 per tree. tempted
well then firpil at
hut hit
Now figure 110 trees per acre at thls jBUlB ln the eck
Tne geeo'nd bufit
rate and you will get some idea of found
DigginS and both men probably
the profits in fruit raising. My LI- will recover
berta trees did even belter for they
Times-Hustle-

semi-tropic-

four-stor-

rie-nin-

-

bring better prices.
Another feature about our county MRS. BALDWIN WROTE
SECRETARY OF NAVY.
is that the fruit culture attract an
especially high class of citizenship.
This is due to the fact that while there He Destroyed Letter But Remembers
Its Contents Well Fight Over
is a big profit in the business it also
Big Estate.
gives a leisure time for self improvement. There are not many counties
Los Angeles, Dec. 20 In the suit
where the farmers who do the actual today in which Mrs. Lillian Ashley
work on the farms go to the seashore lurnbull is endeavoring to break the
or some other place of recreation for will of "Lucky" Baldwin in favor of
a part of the year, but they actually her daughter, on the claim that the"
do this in San Juan county. You see daughter is Baldwin's by a common
in fruit growing the people work for law marriage, a telegram was read
8 or 9 months and then when their! from former
Secretary of Navy John
crop is harvested and marketed they D. Long stating that he had received
have a leisure period of from three a letter from Mrs. Turnbull many
to four months when they can go back years ago giving the details of the
and visit the "home folks" or go to! contract of marriage between her and
the sea shore and hear what the wild Baldwin, but the letter had been de- waves are saying, or go where they stroyed. Mr. Long stated, however,
may wish. This also makes a read- he remembered the co.'i tents of the
ing, thinking, cultivated community. letter very well.
They read the magazines and leading
papers; insist on good schools and
fine churches; they create and mainSOLD
tain a high moral atmosphere.

200.000

No Saloons.

This may explain why San Juan
county is the only county in the territory where there is no saloon. Two
years ago in May we drove the last
saloon out of Farmington and out of
San Juan county.
Since that time
there has been $130,000 of new buildings erected in our town. Among these
is a general store building that is
the finest west of Pueblo and which
cost $20,000. It is stocked with eronds
valued at $50,000. Our banks have
seen their deposits Increase and our
merchants their cash trade growing
larger. The First National bank with
a capital of $25,000 has loans- aggre
gating a little over $100,000 and plenty of cash In reserve.
These things show how driving out
the saloons "Kill" a town or com
munity!
We expect to see railroad construe-- )
tion started during the coming yearj
that will give us a standard gauge
line to the east andValso to the south.
Early next month construction work
will begin on a big irrigation canal
thut will cost more than a million dollars when completed. This will bring
some twenty to thirty thousand acres
of new land into cultivation and fur
nish homes for 3,000 new families.
San Juan county is forging rapidly to
the front and will soon he one of the
richest and most populous counties in
the new state.

'

FAKE PICTURE
Journalists Will Have Fling
at High Life as Veneer
Is Torn Off
i

A RICH

1R5ELJF

SCANDAL

Count, Countess, Duchess, a British Tailor's Son and Boston
Girl Figure in Trial.
Tours, France, Dec. 20. The trial
of the
"Count" and "Countess" De Gatigny who are charged
with having swindled the Duchess De
Choiseul out of $200,000 in the sale of
a 'spurious painting, opened here today. The complainant was the widow
of Charles Hamilton Paine of Boston,
who recently married the Duke De
Choiseul. In addition, De Gatigny is
accused of stealing money from the
pocketbook of the duchess during her
stay in Vienna. Many American and
European jaurnalists are present ln
anticipation of developments In connection with the career of the son of
an English tailor, who posed successself-style-

CONTRACT FOR $6,000,000
as Prince Borgletto, Prince
BATTLESHIP IS AWARDED. fully
and Count Daulby Gatigny.
An
alleged
blackmailing plot involv20.
The contract
Washington, Dec.
for the building of the 27,000 ton bat- ing letters said to have been forged
tleship, Texas, which when It Is com- and in eonection with which Alexan
pleted is to be one of the most for- dre Tscherniedieff was recently ar
midable fighting machines ever float- rested In London, are also expected to
ed, was today awarded to the New- develop. The "countess" was former
port News Ship Building Company, the ly Miss Francesca Monti Lunt of
lowest bidders, at $5,830,000.

By L. L. Klinefelter.

(Editor of the Obar Progress.)
I wish to call this story a bunch of
surprises. What are they?
Surprise No. 1: A few days ago I
heard a full blooded Indian lad of
about
selecrecite a humorous
tion, and his delivery indicated that
he thoroughly appreciated the humor.
I had always
understood
that the
American Indian was devoid of the
sense of humor. But here was a ca3e
of original, not to say, aboriginal humor.

Surprise No. 2: I learned that this
Indian boy could not speak a word of
English or Spanish a year ago and
now he speaks and reads and writes
both remarkably well.
Surprise No. 3: This Indian boy Is
totally blind.
Surprise No. 4: It was in New
Mexico that I saw and heard these
I had somehow got the idea
things.
into my head that it Is in the East
one must look for
progress
in education. This is clearly a mistake, however, since this boy was
born

at

New

Laguna,

never has been outside

and

Mexico,
of

the

terri-

tory.
About a year ago he was placed In
the New Mexico Institution for the
Blind at Alamogordo and his entire
I
education dates from that time.
heard him read the same lessons that
are read by boys of his grade In our
public school, saw him write, and saw
him "do sums" in arithmetic.
All these things did Yiacero Gash-tea- ,
the Indian boy, learn to do by the
use of his fingers instead of his eyes.
A little further on, I will tell you
something about the way he does
this. But just now I want to say that
Yiacero not only reads and writes
and ciphers but he works, and plays
and sings and dances and marches
and drills, and takes care of his
rooms and when I say that Yiacero
does these, things, I m8n that about
thirty other unfortunate blind boys
and ghls ranging from little tot3 of
six to gentlemen and ladies of 22 or
And when
over, all do the same.
these young people leave the school
after a few years, most of them will
be able to earn their own living at
some trade or occupation on which
they have been taught and while at
school.
Broom Making.
liroom-makinis one of the handicrafts in which blind people become
proficient and I have been told that
the best judges of tbe quality of
"brush," as the broom straw is called,
are blind persons.
But they learn to do many things.
The boys learn to drive nails and saw
boards; the girls learn to sew, to
cook and to take care of a house.
If they care for music, they learn
to sing, to play piano, guitar mandolin and other instruments. They learn
deportment and you will not find in
any public school a better behaved or
more earnest and willing body of
young people, nor a more cheerful
one either.
The old notion that blindness, some
how is associated with feebleness of
intellect is a grievous mistake. The
oase of United States Senator Gore is
proof of that.
But I said I would explain how our
Indian boy (and all the rest) learned
to read with his fingers.
Of course we all know that for
many years books have been printed
with raised letters like those of ordin
ary print and that the blind learned
to read these by passing the tips
of their fingers over them.
But that is not the way they are
taught nowadays. A page of blind
printing as is used today is made up
entirely of small raised points. The
system was invented by Louis Braile,
a French teacher of the blind. It is
called "Braile." In tihs country a
modification known as "American
Braile" is general used.
If you or I were to pass our fingers
over a page of Braile in the dark, we
might think we had come in contact
g

with a flat nutmeg grater, except that
the points are not sharp enough to
hurt the fingers.
Now the very simplicity of this system makes it hard to explaint But if
you will take a lead pencil and mark
two more dots directly under these,
and two more under these, you will
then have the six points which form
the foundation of the Braile or
"point" system, and with these six
points and their positions, not only
the entire alphabet but all the numercontractions' or
als and seventy-twsign words are expressed. Every one
of these dots or points Is numbered
and these numbers never change. The
upper left hand point is one ; that ben
low it Is two; and below that is three.
The upper right hand point is four
with five and six below it
For each letter a different combina- o

(Continued on Page Five.)
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THE LITTLE STORE

WE

FRESH GROCERIES,
CHOICE FRESH CANDIES

FRESH NEW ENGLAND BUCKWHEAT FLOURJ
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

TRY US.

linter

Fe,

Telephone

UP.

WE GIVE CASE EEGISTFE TICKET S(
CAfcH
ALL
WITH
PURCHASER

Death of Dr. McEwen

Dr. O. C.

s8

1

and appropriate for a Christmas gift than
a nice pair of shoes, a pair of slippers
or some of those comfy house slip-

M4S1

pers.
Fine line of ladies and gents felt
and leather house slippers.

WW

Very Appropriate for
Christmas Gifts.
"

JOHN

FLU

P

E

G TE Tr

248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

he cannot uuppiy the
m. a it
c .cjreiis no
illustrated book Baled. It give
full DartlCQlars and direcriona in.
l Vfdn&hlft v lnrilPA.
HAIfVKI. CO.
. i 44
SSd Blreet. KtW

but

Incorporated 1903

SELI6MA1N BROS CO.

MBs5r?'

fat

If

Established 1856.

siionin snow
about the wonderful

is

MARVEL Whirling Spray
ronven- je m on
It cleanse!

Toys Toys Toys

loK-

HOLIDAY GOODS

o

Mc- -

Arm Caught in a Hay Baler. David Lobato, an old resident of Blanco,
San Juan county, had his arm crushed
in a hay baler and amputation became necessary.
Two Deaths at Insane Asylum.
George Lopez of San Miguel and
Gutierrez of Guadalupe counties, died at the New Mexico hospital
for the insane at Las Vegas.
Automobile Burned An automobile
belonging to Mrs. Fred Burch of
Clayton, Union county, was burned to
ashes on the Oklahoma border. It
was being driven by George Snell and
John Yates. It was insured for

is more acceptable

What

Wemaa
Every ana

our Christmas where he is receivtoS medical alienHave you seen
Stock? It's worth your time to in- tion,
Mai! is Crowing Heavy
The postal
spect it. FISCHER DRUG CO. RE-clerks these days have a busy look
XALL Store.
and well may they have, for Santa
Twenty-eigh- t
Sentence
Awaiting
San Miguel county goes Chaves six Claus is coming. Thousand and millions of people throughout the counbetter. While twenty-twprisoners
at Roswell are awaiting sentence from try are sending their presents early
Chief Justice W. H. Pope, there are this year, with the note "Don't Open
Until Christmas." This ia not only to
twenty-eigh- t
culprits awaiting sentence from Judge .T. C. Roberts two relieve the postal officials of having
carloads of mail to handle Christmas
having pleaded guilty yesterday.
day but to save the shop keepers and
cer
Offices
There
is
Express
Busy
their assistants from being overworktainly going to be a Santa Claus this ed a
day or two before Christmas.
year as last year, judging by the wagon loads of packages which arrive by
Continued on Page Eight.
every train. The express office looks
like a department store bundle room,
and the expressman is as busy as a
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
juggler with seven knives in the air. Take LAXATIVE BROMO
Quinine Tablets
From 20 to 46 Degrees That was
i efund money If It fails to cure E
the range in temperature yesterday Druggists
W. GROVE'S signature Is on each bo. 25c
and the average relative humidity was
47 per cent. The temperature at 6
o'clock this morning was 24 degrees.
Yesterday was partly cloudy with upper clouus which formed a thin veil
and caused a dimness of the sun during a greater portion of the day.
Mr. Conway to Speak Thursday
County School Superintendent John basket leaves Monday Tuesday
s
V. Conway intended to speak at
Returns Thursday and Friday.
last night but he received word
that on Thursday there will be a AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop

Ewen of Farmington, San Juan county, and at one time county school superintendent, died at the Las Vegas
hospital.

CHRISTMAS AT
THE SHOE STORE

Denver,
Colo., Dec. 20.
The forecast is increasing
cloudiness with snow in north
portion tonight and Wednes- day. Warmer in north por- tion tonight.

V

Saturday night
Granted MarMarriage Licenses
riage licenses were issued at Las Vegas to Ramon G. F. Garcia and Epime-nio Jimenez of Chavez.

No. 40.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1910.

M.

mm

Very Cold at Las Vegas. The Op
tic says that it was down to ten degrees above zero at Las Vegas on

Grocery Co.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa

ff

ROUND

"Then Yule Remember Me."
The janitor is pleasant now,
The bellboys grin;
The barber makes his finest bow
When you come in.
The waiter glows behind the chair,
On every side
You meet with truly loving care
At Christmas tide.
The porter plies a busy whisk
On unseen dirt
The messengers are always brisk
And never curt.
Politeness is with each the rule;
Your ever whim
Is met by one who hopes that Yule
Remember him.

THE GOODS

HAVE

DAILY

FE, N.

In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.
Come Now and Make Your Selections
THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

P. O. Box 219

Cer-rillo-

Christmas celebration there and he
has accordingly decided to go to
then and address a large audience. Mr. Conway will talk about the
needs of school children and also the
need of statehood.
Box Rents Due Postmaster Burke
$1,450.
asked the New Mexican to call attenDance Ends With Shooting.
tion that box rents a. the postoffice
At Martinez, a suberb of Albuquer- will be due from now on
and must be
que, Encarnacion Zerma shot Pedro paid before December 31 or the lock
Zamora twice, one bullet entering his boxes will be closed. This is
always
right side and the other the right an imuortant matter and on which
Zamora will recover.
arm.
Zerma! gives the postal officials a good deal
was arrested.
f IrAllKlo QO if in fn. Innm n nl An n r.
Fire
Ten Thousand-Dolla- r
task to close a box and have the
Knowles. Last week, . the Knowles . nunar
.,,,. -- ,,,., 11j 1 r:
v rothc
..v. nr
.ciuc
giun
store and the ad- Mercantile
Cer-rillo- s

Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red

0RY GOODS HOUSE

IN THE CITY

Phone 39

Hfools OF ALL KINDS.
'

I

'

11

k

MULLIGAN
f

company
joining barber shop at Knowles, Eddy
county, burned to the ground, causing a loss of $10,000. The insurance
is $6,000...
Underground Stream Discovered.
James Coleman, holding down a
homestead twelve miles north of Ros
well, found a circular hole fifty feet
in diameter and 20 feet deep on his
farm. At the bottom there is a running stream of water.
Crushed Under a Log. Julian Ar
chuleta, a teamster employed at the
Barres saw mill near Ocate, Mora
county, was killed by a huge log
which rolled off the wagon he was
loading. His body was crushed to a
pulp and death was almost

RISING

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
DAY ANIGHT

130

PHONE

PICTURE

125

RED

FRAmlftG TASTEFULLY

AND

PALACE,

AVE

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

Paralyzed Miss Josie
Loveless, daughter of Census Enum
erator A. C. Loveless at Clayton,
Union county, although only sixteen
years old, has been stricken with par
alysis. She appeared to be in robust
health when suddenly her entire left
side became paralyzed and the paraly
sis is creeping over the entire body.
Wedding at Albuquerque..
At five o'clock last evening Miss
of
Constance Sellers,
daughter
Younq Girl

STATEHOOD
DOLLS

AND

TOYS

FOR XMAS. AT

FRANK F. GORMLEY'S
GENERAL STORE

Statehood

Wholesale
&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLAUK

45

Ladies
Genis

GRAINLHOUSE IN SANTA PE"

45

LEO HERSCH

& Traveling Cases, Manicure Sets,
Brush, Comb & Mirror Sets,
:
Puff Boxes
Cologne Bottles

Everything desireable in Jewelry Novelties
4S

San Francisco Street,

H. C. YONTZ

8anu p

n.

m.

Westerns

FIRST

CUSS CORRICK'S HACK UNE Joruok.ep'

HACK SERVICE

Baggies

aid

Colonel and Mrs. D. K. B. Sellers, was
to Harry
Albuquerque,
Miss
Drum, a Chicago journalist.
Hazel Cox will attend the bride and
ArchCharles Weber, the groom.
deacon W. E. Warren of the Episcopal church will officiate.
Brutal .Murder .at ..Belen, Juan
Baca shot Mateo Garcia in the
head and breast at Belen, Valencia
county, killing Garcia almost Instant
ly and then fled. Garcia returned unexpectedly from work and found Baca
with his wife. Garcia picked up an
ax handle to strike Baca when the
latter drew a gun and shot.
Small in Stature But Mentally, Oh
"The Santa Fe New Mexican
My!
gives a page of facsimiles of the
names endorsed by their owners on
the constitution. Two of the boldest
and most clearly written names in
the list are 'Eufracio Gallegos' and
'Floyd C. Field,' both delegates from
Union county. It is also interesting
to note that the biggest man in the
convention wrote his name the small
est, he wrote, Charles Springer."
Clayton Citizen.
Editorial Humility "A few people
in Des Moines imagine that just be
cause the editor does not make them
a daily visit or fails to make them
an obeisance whenever he can see
them on the streets, that he is a proud
man or else has a grudge of some sort
against them. They are mistaken.
The editor of a small city like Des
Moines, who cannot afford to hire a
printer and has to fulfill thy duties of
the printer's devil; sween out the
shop, build the fire, and get out the
paper all by himself, has little time
to spend visiting. And If he were
proud man he wouldn i be running
county weekly. There is not the
leaBt cause for any ill feeling and the
people should know it." Des Moines

married at

Prices Prevail.

Swastika.

Saddle Horses
i

FOR CHRISTMAS

table.
Walter Kraul Takes Bride Walter
Kraul and Miss May Frazier, sister
of F. L. Frazier, a well known mining
man of this city, were married at 4
p. m. yesterday by the Rev. B. F. Summers, pastor of St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church. The wedding ceremony was performed at the home of'
the pastor and it was informal. The
witnesses were Mrs. Summers and
Miss Etta N. Moore. Mr. and Mrs.
Kraul will continue to reside in this
city where they have many friends.
Frank L. Marshall Dead Frank L.
Marshall, assistant in the bureau of
animal industry, died yesterday afternoon at the hospital. He had suffered
with a complication of troubles. He
was 32 years of iFge. He was born
in Gloucester, Mass., and came here!
two or three years ago and was an
energetic and efficient assistant of
Dr. Thomas McCarthy. He is survived
by a widow and two children. The
funeral will take place at 2:30 p. m.
tomorrow from the chapel of Mulligan
and Rising, undertakers.
Interment
will be in Fairview Cemetery.
W. A. Johnson Injured
W. A. Johnson was severely bruised in an accident yesterday near Glorieta where
he was running a camp for the Territory. In some way some horses and
mules were scared and Mr. Johnson
was knocked down, a mule kicking
him in the chest. He was brought to
his home on 'San Francisco street

It you want anyromg on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

FOR CHRISTMAS

07

'

We have received the first shipment
of Ball Bearing Buggies with which
we expect to stock our barn eventually. These are very high class rigs,
equipped with lights fulfilling the city
ordinance.
Give them a trial If you wish to
find a marvellously light running
vehicle!

W1LLMS 4 RISING
310 San

Tie Struggle, for Statehood
A

HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
OF EFFORT.
By Hon. L. B, PRINCE

The Book of the Time
It yon would

discuss the subject

intelligently.

Mailed on 41 Af)
receipt of
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING Co,
Santa Fe. N. M.

P"v

Francisco

St 'Phone

13d Red.

On Pressing Occasions

'''

'

NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
HAVE T00L8 TO
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
WE HAVE TOOL8 OF ALL KINDS; FOR FARMERS, CARPEN.
TERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS FOR EVERYBODY.
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR STUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN
AND SEE.

WHOLESALE

Screened
when you need your clothing, or any
part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accomplish It yourself because you will lose
both time and temper and probably
ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will give you a professional job that will thoroughly satisfy
and
you in promptness, excellence

SUS
Telephone

For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tomes.

FOR CHRISTMAS

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

CO

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
860.00
8175.00
to
and highly improved,
per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00, to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,

We are prepared to locate Bettlerson

gov- -

RANCHES.

LARGE
LA RGB
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- AND
AND
prises, needteft capital. Moneyed men are
SMALL
:
:
Invited to correspond with us.
;
SMALL.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

LIVERY STAB LI
Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Duggles, Surries, Saddle Horses

'Phone 9

Call up

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

extra charge.

PHONB RED 122.

FOR CHRISTMAS

T,ef,e
Gaudies McDonalds
Ar,e"i.u
mam&s
johnstons
Pharmacy
Phone 213

Lump

CERRILLOS

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO!

WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantltiet and have every
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
modern facility for furnishing the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of every description. We are thus Phone ua, we will begladtocallfor your
enabled to make the very beat prices sundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
for Lumber of such high grade. and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
We will be pleased to figure on your
aocks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without
PHONES RED 122.

RATON
YANKEE

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

IKERR'S

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

reasonable price.

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

Charles W. Dudrow

We have it.

Aft D RETAIL

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

We Have Built Up

WPS

Ifit'a Hardware

FOR CHRISTMAS

Imported

(be

Phacmac

TUESDAY,

' ' CHE SANTA FE NEW
MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 14

DECEMBER 20, 1910.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Small Holding Claim No. 252a
014351
not coal.
Department of the Interior.

The improvements

TAKE IT IN TIME.

a

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register
Notice for Publication.
Coal Jemez Forest.)
(013846
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1910.

TO

follows.

back-

Doan's Kidney Pills relieve

Louis,

157,092

doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
'Waiting

United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
479,) and the said proof will be made
Probate
before Alfredo Montoya,
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-nBlanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
In sees. 35 and 36, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba. Gauro Crespin. Paz Se- gura. Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,
Blanca, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by the claimant

215.747

COVERED

THE FORUM

ache,
Cure every kidney lit
Judge McFie Was Right.
Figures That Represent the
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
N. M.f December IS, 1910.
Lincoln,
in Tonnage of New
Some of the people of this county
Alberto Garcia, Gallateo St, Santa Growth
Mexico's Coal Production are beginning to understand that it
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasi3 not Jacob J. Aragon alone who is
ure to corroborate the public statement I gave in favor of Doan's Kidworryong the denizens of the windy
IN
1303 town lying close to the mal pais, but
ney Pills about seven years ago. I VALUE
$3,61jU41
found them to be an excellent remedy
instead, many tax payers are sustainand I have never hesitated to vouch
ing tho suits to keep the county seat
for their merit when an opportunity Over One Hundred Fifty Billion at Lincoln and thereby save themhas been presented. For two years
selves and their property from heavy
Tons Are Still Available
I was in bad shape from backache and
taxation hereafter on account of a
Future.
for
the
Kidkidney trouble and when Doan's
proposed bonded indebtedness creatney Pills were brought to my notice,
ed to benefit the few at the expense
The United States Geological Sur- of the many citizens of this
I resolved to try them. They not only
county.
drove away the backache, but regu- vey reports that the total production This awakening
is throughly
evi- selated the passages of the kidney
of coal in New Mexico in 1909 was denced by the injunction bond recent
cretions and toned up my entire sysa spot ly made by these tax payers whose
tern. When my back
botnerea me 2,803,747 short tons, having
with aggregate returns of property for taxas
of
value
compared
$3,619,317,
during the past two and a half years,
amount
- ation shown by the records,
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney 2,467,937 short tons, valued at j:UG8,- in value to about
$30,000.
Pills and they have never failed to 753, in 190S a gain of 337.S10 tons, or
Judge McFie first granted this in13.7 per cent in quantity, and of $250,-59bring relief."
and subsequent events prove
junction
New
in
value.
7.4
or
per cent,
For salo by all druggists. Price 50
exhibited the conclusively that he van right under
like
Montana,
Mexico,
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
metal the law in so doing, because his action
New Tork, sole agents for the United effects of the revival in the
was affirmed by Judge Wright, the
recorda
1909
In
by
mining industry
States.
un- only difference being that the latter
of
coal,
but,
production
breaking
Remember the name Doan's and like that of Montana, the product ot judge required a bond to continue the
lake no other.
New Mexico increased less in value restraining order, now the query
than in quantity. The increases in arises: Will a mass meeting be
Notice for Publication.
output, were made in Colfax and Mc- called and held in Carrizozo to conKinley counties, in which are located, demn Judge Wright in the same pub(Not Coal 01450.)
respectively, the Raton and Gallup lic manner that Judge McFie was con- Department of the interior.
U S. Land Offloe at Santa Fe, N. M.. fields. The production in all the other demned, and will the department of
counties decreased, except in Lincoln Justice at Washington be requested
November 21, 1910.
a small gain. The to investigate the action of Judge
Notice Is hereby given that Lucy county, which made ton declined
from
per
price
average
Wright in the premises, the same as
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
1908 to $1.29 in 1909, the de was done in
in
1.37
Judge McFie's case, if
on September 9, 1908, made homecline having been due to the lower not why not? Another amusing feaNo.
for
01450,
stead
entry
of the product of Colfax county. ture which
SE. value
might be designated an
NW.
NE.
SW.
About 25 per cent of the coal produced
and Lots 2 & 3, section in this county is made into coke, most antic, i e., the pilgrimage of leading
citizens to Alamogordo to have Judge
11, Township 16 N., Range 9E..N.M. of which is
shipped to manufacturers
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- whose interests are allied with those! Wright turn down the Injunction
tion to make final commutation proof, of the coal and coke producers. Thoj bonds. This pilgrimage reminds some
to establish claim to the land above value placed on the coal charged into of us down this way of the Three Taildescribed, before Register or Receiver the ovens is wholly arbitrary and the ors of Toody street, Ijondon, who
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on decline in price may be more appar- wrote a petition to parliament, beginning "We the people of England."
the 30th day of December, 1910.
ent than real.
Mass meetings condeming judges
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo. Transportation, Labor and Accidents.
S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Slrlngo, John S.
In 1909, as in 1908, there was an and the influence of leading citizens
R. Hammltt, Edmonia T. Hammltt ample supply of cars, there was no don't count with the courts in New
TAXPAYER.
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
interruption to business by labor trou- Mexico.
bles and the supply of labor was adeMANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. quate. More satisfactory than these,of ERNEST KNAEBEL MAY BE
NAMED CIRCUIT JUDGE.
however, was the fewer number
i

hs

--

Foster-Milbur-

j

Comr., Cuba, N. M., on Febru10, 1911, viz: Ceteo Sandoval, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 in
Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N
M. P. M.

Ct

ary

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey ot
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujillo,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations ot
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.

1--

1--

accidents,

notwithstanding

the

in-

Notice for Publication.
United
The
creased production.
States
law, which governs
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. mining operations in New Mexico,
does not require the reporting of nonDecember 14, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Pascual fatal accidents, and the statisticsShsr-ida-of
as compiled by Jo E.
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on accidents
mine inspecter, interritorial
August 4, 1905, made homestead en clude
that are attended
those
only
NE
for NW
try, No.
Mr. Sheridan reNW 4 of section 15, with fatal results.
and SE
in 1909 there were' 13 fatal
that
ports
M.
P.
township 13 N., range 9 E., N.
accidents a decrease of 10 as comparmeridian, has filed notice of intention ed with 190S. Of these 13 fatal accir
to
es
to make final
proof,
dents 9 were due to falls of roof or coal
tablish claim to the land above de The
quantity of coal mined for each
scribed, before register or receiver U, life lost in 1909 was 215,827 short tons
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on more than double that of the
precedthe 8th day of February, 1911.
MANUEL K. OTERO
year. During the fifteen years
ing
Claimant names as witness:
that statistics of accidents have been
.Register
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, compiled for the Territory the fatal
Foley Kidney Pills are tonic In ac- Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M., accidents have reached a total of 223.
In this period there have only been
tion, quick in results, and restore the and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
four years, 1895, 1899, 1901 and 1907,
natural action of the kidneys and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
in which there were any deaths due
bladder.. They correct Irregularities.
Register.
to explosions of either gas or dust.
The total number of deaths from explosions in the four years was 43, and
24 of them occurred in 1895, so that
in the last fourteen years only 19
New Mexico Military Institute
deaths have been due to this cause,
RO SWELL, NEW MEXICO,
while 108 have been due to falls of
"The West Point of the Southwest"
roof and coal.
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Total Production.
Army Inspectors BANE SCHOOL IN CLASS
The first record of coal production
"A."
in New Mexico is contained in the
initial issue of the Geological Survey's
Through Academic course, preparing young
annual volume "Mineral resources of
men (or college or for business life. Great
the United States," which covered the
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
calendar year 1882. In that year the
of any Military School In the Union. Located
reported output was 157,092 tons, or
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
about 6 per cent of what It was in
of
ao
elevation
West
of
ct
3,700
the
spot
1909, indicating that in twenty-eigh- t
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
the coal production of New Mexyear9
Ittle rain or snow during session.
ico has increased about sixteen-fold- .
Eleven Officersnd instructors, all graduThe total production from 1882 to the
ates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
close of 1909 amounted to 27,599,116
short tons, which including mining
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
and other losses, represents a total ex
haustion of about 41,400,000 tons.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
Quantity of Coal Minable.
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
According to the estimate of M. R.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Campbell of the United States GeoA Finlay
Survey, the original coal sup
logical
Illustrated
and
For
particular!
catalogue
of New Mexico was 163.780,000
I
ply
; ,
address.
fam
"r TmaWirtti'vnftitMMWM
tons, so that the exhaustion to the
'
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N.
end of 1909 represents approximately
Superintendent,
0.02 per cent of the original supply.
Colfax County.
The 'St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
Pacific Company, which has $20,000,
000 invested in railroads, coal mines
and coke ovens in northern New Mex
ico, will become the second largest
producer of coal in the entire Rocky
line
in
us
the
brought
mountain region when Improvements
now under way are completed.
City of Toys and Fancy Goods
The
management has announced that con
struction work is now under way for
coal mines
opening two additional
bottom prices. Everybody
which will increase the company's out
Everything
put by 1,250,000 tons a year.
is invited- - to call and examine them.
The company is comparatively
new concern. It is owned largely by
St. Louis capitalists. Its general head
quarters are at Raton, N. M. During
the past four years it has opened coal
mines at Van Houton, Koehler and
Brilliant in Colfax county, N. M., after acquring coal rights and title to
520,000 acres of land. It built a rail
road 108 miles long across the northern part of New Mexico constructed
coke ovens and carried on a general
which cost
development campaign
millions of dollars. It was organized
and promoted by J. Van Houten of
Raton, N. SI., and Henry Koehler of
St. Louis. Part of its securities were
floated by the International Trust
Company of Denver.
The two mines now being opened
are at Sugarite, near the city of Rae
ton, which will he operated for
domestic coal, and the other,
located at Gardiner, will be developed
for steam coal. Plans also are being
30 H. P.
$1,500
completed for a new plant In Potato
canon.
We repair and care for all makes
The Colorado Fuel and Iron ComGASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
pany Is the largest coal operator in
8439-0690-

4

1--

4

above-mentione-

five-yea-

cross-examin-

GET THE GENUINE ALWAY3.
substitute Is a dangerous makeshift especially in medicine. The
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar cures
coughs and colds quickly and Is In a
yellow package.
Accept no substitute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

ECZEMA 'TOTALLY

j

(Republication.)
the
Notice is hereby given that
following named claimant has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval. U
S.

will make the St
Rocky Mountain and Pacifii
the largest rival of the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company.
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A

FACE

When a Baby
Hair All Came Out
Mother
Always Scratching
Got Cuticura and He was Cured
After 3 Years of Disease.

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGES1 IONS
GENTLEMEN, GET THESE CHRISTMAS
GIFTS, AND BE AHEA0 IN THE LONG RUN

"My son was about four months old
when ho was takpn with dreadful ecze
ma. 1 had four different
doctors but they could
not help him. flie hair
all came out and his fac
was totally covered. His
eyes were shut and we

thought

lie would

Silk Crepe Dress Patterns at, per yard
$1.25
$1.00
Persian Silk Waist Patterns, per yard
Men's Bath Robes, Warm and Beautiful
$4.50 and up
$1.00 to $7.50
Sweater Coats
Ladies' and Gents' Neckwear, the newest fads and fancies at right

go

blind. Hiii litnlw anil body
witp also affected, lie was
always seraph ing; 1 had
to keep his little hands
tied down and his seemed
to have a creat ile;il of
pain. V,'p did not know what to do. I
used to get, sick handling him, from the
was always running.
the
way
" But corruption
I got soinn Cut
Soap and
Cuticura Ointment ami in a week or
ten days I could see the eruption drying
up and lxfore long he was cured, after
of the terrible disease.
about
Now he is ninetm-years old and has
not a sign of the old trouble. You si.
I learned to save
of the
doctors' bills by using Cuticura Soap
and Ointment and I will ritommend
either to anyone and advise them to
use them arid receive a safe,
cure. Mrs. Catherine Mocklin. speedy
Dock
8t., Itoyalton, Pa., Feb. 21, 11)10."
Cuticura is the most, economical treatment for torturing, disfiguring affections
of thesUin of infanta, children and adults.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and box
of Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient.
three-year-

prices.
Handkerchiefs, the finest line every brought to Santa Fe for both
Men and Women Ec to 50c.

f7

WlM.'kctM.

three-quarte- rs

Cut(.-ar- a
Soap (25r.). Olntmrnt (fine), Htwilriint
Cnntrd I'llls i?? . are sold
(Wr ), and
throughout the world, potter Drug A ("hem. Corp.,
Solp l'rops.. 137 Columou.4 Ave.. Boston.
"Mix)d ITie, Cuticura Book on Skm and Selp.

DYSPEPSIA

108 Mercer St., Jcrecy City, N. J.
Pleasant, Palatable, Fotcrt. Tntc Good.
or Gripe.
Do Good. Never Sickn.yVt-,-ikci10c, 25c, 50c. Never sokl m i... ;i Th-- irca-nin-e
tablet '.tamped C C C. Guaranteed to
919
cure or your mouey back.

w

j

I

Janes

.ffltflL

s

cral of the United Stales, assistant
to the I'niU-States district attorney!
of Colorado, and now chief attorney
under United States Attorney Gener-- ;
tl Wickersham in charge of land mat- tors, will likely be presented to Pres-- I
ident Taft as successor to Willis Van-- ;
l;evanter in the United States circuit
court of appeals.
Attorney Knaebel has strong sup-- i
port. The government is anxious to!
have some one on the bench who Isi
as familiar with land matters as Judge
VanDevanter, and Knaebel's appoint-- !
ment, if made, would come because
of his ability along these lines and!
not through political strength. He
had charge of forestry and land fraud
His Ability is Unquestioned and His cases and had a wide reputation for;
Character is of the Highest A
drawing faultless indictments. He:
'
Favorite of Wickersham.
has been a deep student of govern-- ,
mental law for years and has had a j
Denver, Colo., Dec. 20. The name more varied experience than most
of Ernest Knaebel former Denver at- young lawyers who arc elevated to
torney, assistant to the attorney gen- - judgeships.
j
Attorney Knaebel Is believed to
stand a better show of the appointment than any one yet mentioned from
the west, but it is known that Presi"Having taken your wonderful Casca-ret- s' dent Taft has not yet considered the
for three months and being entirely matter. United States Senator Gugcured of stomach catarrh and dyspepsia, genheim is friendly to Knaebel and
think
a word of praise is due to his
I
support from government officers
Cascarets' for their wonderful composiplaces him in a strong strategic position. I have taken numerous other
remedies but without avail, and I tion with reference to the appointfind that Cascarets relieve more in a day ment.
than all the others I have taken would in

a year."

What could make a more aoeept-ble or appropriate Christmas gift, use
ful to every man and woman, than a
hundred engraved calling cards? The
New Mexican can suit the most fastidious in this line.

mm

CAS
The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space

can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
bearing doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for. catalog 105 with interior
views showing arraoEemeot injibrary .parlor, etc.
non-bindin-

g,

New Mexican Printing Company
New Mexico.
Sole Agents, San

F:

Calling cards are always useful, always desirable, and the New Mexican
can supply any kind for Christmas
4

gift.

r
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AN INAUGURATION OF SPECIAL

SALES

One Week

Foi Yom Benefit

IE

PIES -

WILL SELL AT CUT

TIE

-

1

SANTA CLAUS HAS ARRIVED
and
the

largest

MENTIONED
I

.A

FOR CHRISMAS PRESENTS

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

high-grad-

SNTA

the west at present and the
Fuel C(yhpany, which is
composed of Denver men, is second.
Victor-America-

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

n

Latest Styles of
Phono-

graphs and all
the latest Re-

CO

RIDE IN THE MOON

THE

cords at

yip

AYS

MENTIONED

.

DIMLY.

Wednesday, Dec. 21st.
Edison

at

ADOLF

ON

STANDARD
PRICES
WE ARE SOLE AGENTS

Saturday, Dec. 24th.
EARLY SELECTION

INDIAN

PHOTOS

REGULAR PRICE
$1.00 TO $1.25.

SALE PRICE ..
75c TO $1.00

Thursday Dec. 22nd.;
SPOONS
FILIGREE JEWELRY
BRACELETS

10 TO 35 PER CENT DISCOUNT.

Friday, Dec. 23rd.
LEATHER
GOODS

BEAUTIFULLY
OIL; WATER

HAND

PRICE
50c TO $7.00.

PAINTE- D-

SALE PRICE
35c TO $5.00.

Calendars, Xmas Novelties, China & Every
OWN BARGAIN
thing m the
,

Store-YOU- R

STOCK LIMITED

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.

f UESDAY,
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BLANKS.
ON CONSTITUTION
R. J. PALEH. President.
J. B. BEAD, Casniei.
MAKING.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
HUGHES,
L,
4,
McKARE, Assistant Cashier!
Printed and for sale by New MexJ-- i
The following three views on conN.
can
Fe.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Santa
Company,
Printing
stitution making are very illumining
IMex.
MASONIC.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
l
FRANK P. STURGES,
these days. The first is from the
Vic President.
Editor and President
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
Democratwhich
is
Daily Record,
Montezuma Lodge No
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurefull sheet
ic, the other is an Associated Press
M.
Res
1, A. F. & A.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration ot
dispatch, and the third is from the
Entered as Second Class Ma tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
mar communication
full sheet
Applicant,
Republican Clayton Citizen. Says the
first Monday of eacJ
Deposition of Witness.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50 Record :
Daily, six months by mail
month a Masonic ha)
Th
in
Banking
sheet
.25
Daily per week by carrier
"The Tribune Citizen takes two full
at 7.30 p. m.
2.00
year
per
Weekly,
Mexico.
full
sheet.
in
Proof,
75
Yearly.
to explain why it is now opDaily, per month, by carrier
columns
H. H. 1 ORM AN,
1.00
Final Proof.
sheet
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
consideration
posing a
Acting Master.
50
Contest Notice,
7.00
sheet
mall
Weekly,
course
quarter
per
of
per
Daily,
year, by
the constitution, and in the
$150,000
Capital Stock
Affidavit to he filed before contest,
of it's remarks leaves several cats out
Profits
Undivided
80.000
and
ALAN
McCORD,
R.
Secretary.
Surplus
sheet
of the bag, the most important of
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
Non- of
Affidavit
Contest
Against
which is that it is a dead-se- t
against
R. A. M.
Regular con- Resident Entryman, 628, 2 sheet j 5
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to the constitution or any old constitueTnsacis a general DanKing uusmess in an its Drancnes.
vocation second Monday oi
and
a
circulation
and
has
in
the
Notice of Intention to make final
growing
not
man
large
Territory,
tion
every postofflce
written in a style and
Leans
meney on tne most favorable terms en all kinds of
Mason'.c
each month at
sheet.
ner to please the "staff" of the Tribproof,
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
personal
Additional Entry,
sheet
une Citizen. But then the article
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
stocks in all markets for its customers.
320 Homestead Entry,
Buys arid ells
makes it apparent the paper has
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
VABCtS
(union!
domestic and fereign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
sheet
recognized that it can no more pre9
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
vent statehood at this time than it
of money to all parts of the civilized world en as liberal terms
Santa Fe Commander No
full sheet
can change the physical boundaries
plicant,
K. T. Regular conclav.
as are given by any money transmiting agency
1,
or
of New Mexico."
NEW MEXICO'S COAL MINES.
sheet
THE
Relinquishment,
In
eacti
i fourth
Monday
on
Interest
allowed
time
ef
4
rate
at
the
three
private.
deposits
sheet
Township Plats,
While metal mining in New Mexico
The Associated Press dispatch says
Editor Kleinfelter of the Obar Promonth at Mfronic Hall at
j
Township Plats, full sheet
"Governor Sloan, who has just reper cent per annum, on six months' er "years' time. Liberal
7:30 p m.
gress has seen a great light. He is a shows a further decline this year, exBlanke.
General
from
turned
Estates
his
C.
advances
made on consignments ef Hvesicck atti products.
A.
Washington,
J.
MASSIE,
of
New
secnew
resident
two
favored
in
or
three
comparatively
cepting
firm conviction that there is absolute- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
Mexico; he settled among the Demo- tions, the coal mining industry goes ly no hope of statehood through ratiBond of Indemnity,
sheet
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
crats of eastern New Mexico who are right ahead. The flitted States Geo- fication of the just 'completed constiSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
sheet
Bond, General Form,
the
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank
tution
Arizona.
for
is
There
posiagainst
prejudiced
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
logical Survey today makes public j
no hope that it will meet with Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meew
or if former happen to be from
tively
2
Bond.
Official
sheet
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
the figures of the coal production in
Texas, hate the native people. He
congressional and presidential approv- on the third Monday of eacn montn
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure ji eublic is
amountis
respecfully solicited- 19(19.
the Territory during
It
imbibed some of that prejudice and
al," said Governor Sloan. "My opin- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening is of Mortgage, full sheet
frank to admit it. He propably felt ed to 2,805,747 tons valued at $3,3GS,- - ion is based on a personal conference Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
(Hrv
njTrLriruvirijxruijjnruxn
Application for License. 2 sheet
like siding in with the Democratic ma- - , 347, and the prediction is that next with senators and representatives, Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
Tvmcn
ot
aisiraiu
Arizona
be far ,n excess o that both Republican and Democratic and dially invited to attend.
it
jonty
Notice of Conveyaixfi,
sheet
the Spanish Americans and no doubt, amount. In 1S82, the annual coal pro- some progressives.
The initiative,
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
2
of
Certificate
sheet
Election,
to help the duction of
was almost pprsuaded
Venerable Master
was referendum and recall will not pass
this commonwealth
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Democrats oppose the constitution, 157,092 tons. Thirty years from that muster. The only hope for statehood HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
reason
the
real,
is
the
of
underlying
because
the constitution
by
rejection
Secretary.
date it will be at least twenty times
full
sheet
Santa
of
Fe,
Deed,
City
Demoradical
for that opposition by
as much. Nevethel ss, there remain by the voters of Arizona and the confor
License,
Application
Marriage
or
crats, is not love of the initiative
b. p. o. e.
as far as the V. S. Geologi- struction of a new document by the
sheet
of the recall or of the direct primary, available,
reassembled convention."
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. K.
cal
has
Certificate of Birth.
determined,
sheet
Survey
but the fear that in the new state, the
The Clayton Citizen has the follow holds its regular session on the sec
4
at the present
tons,
sheet
of
enough,
Certificate
Death,
have
would
people
W'LLIAM VAUGHN RROP,
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
to last fifty thou- ing:
Butchers' Shipping Notices, 1- too much to say. But Brother Klein-felte- r rate of production
Invited
are
brothers
month.
Visiting
man
from
"A
came
into
the
one
com
Clapham
next
sand
By
sheet
years.
year,
has discovered his mistake and
A. J. FISCHER,
One
in
alone in New Mexico will pro- office and asked 'Have you a copy and welcome.
Promissory Notes 25o per pad
Exalted Ruler
D. SENA,
being an honest man, a Republican, he pany
J.
of
the
answered
constitution?
'Yes,'
conduce more coal than any other
25c per pad.
it
How
corn.
Receipts,
ROOMS
IN
SUITE
the
WITH
PRIVBATE
BATH
acknowledges
Secretary.
the editor as he handed him one,,
Cost Bond,
sheet.
came about he tells in his paper the cern in the West excepting the ColoCuisine
'how do you like the constituand
asking
2
If
of
Iron
rado
Fuel
the
sheet
and
Letters
Large
company.
Samplef
Guardianship,
Obar Progress, as follows:
tion?' 'Oh, you bet I'm going to vote
Table Service
Room for Comsheet.
knights of Pythias.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
"Personally, I want to say that the people accept the constitution and against it. All us fellows from Clap-hao!
Unex
No.
2,
2
Fe
Santa
Knights
Lodge
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
mercial Travelers
thing that impressed itself most for- New Mexico comes in s a state withway is going to knock it out.'
meeting 1st and 3d
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
cibly on my mind was a thing of great out further delay, the coal mine devel- 'Have any of you read it?' asked the Pythias. Regular
I
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
In month at 8 o'clock ta
WASHINGTON AVENUE
sheet
importance to myself and all other opment will bring the annual produc- scribe. 'No. none of us has had a Tuesdays
O. O. F. hall. San Francisco St Visitsheet
Letters
in the territory. The Obar tion to a point where it will surpass
Testamentary,
copy to read or study up on but we're ing Knight's invited to attend.
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
Progress has not a single native or the value of the total mineral produc- going to vote it down you bet.'"
AUGUST REIN3ARDT, C. C.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Mexican subscriber on its list and' tion of Arizona, which is nearing the
8.
K.
R.
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet.
probably never will have any, there- $50,000,000 mark according to GoverThe "explosive" possibilities that
fore what I am about to say is not nor Sloan of that commonwealth.
Assignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet
are hidden in a big city like New
F. W. FARMER.
sheet
written to flatter or give 'taffy to the
Lease,
York stagger the imagination.
If all
Homestead No. 7829.
Lease of Personal Property, 1native people of the Territory, but
D.
Upon Assistant Secretary Jose
simply to state a fact which is worth Sena of the Republican central com-- the powder, dynamite, steam- boilers, Brotherhood of American Yeoman sheet
in the Metropolis were o Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
sheet
Chattel Mortgage,
knowing.
mittee of the territory, now fall the gas retorts,
Delgado's Hall.
"We. in this part of New Mexico duties that were borne by the late blow up at once, the disaster would
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
InH. Foreman C. G. Richie,
come here from the eastern states
sheet
Power of Attorney,
It produce indescribable horror. An
Frank W. Shearon.
stance of this was given yesterday Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
2
where there is a prejudice against the Secretarywell for the
of
Chattel
Renewal
Mortgage,
party
Republcan
when a gas and dynamite explosion
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
native Spanish speaking people, nnj speaks
sheet
that it always recognizes the talents sent a street car up in the air and
4
naturally all of us have more or jess of the young men ot
sheet
Replevin Writ,
It is centrally located on
CAHDS
PROFESSIONAL
into an
of an idea that the Mexican element
killing its
Replevin Affidavit 4 sheet.
descent and puts them to the crashing while automobile,
biocus
ten
in the Territory is not to be trusted
peraway
occupants,
Peace
Complaint,
FREE
Proceedings,
SAMPLE
ROOM.
no
with hot
plaza Steam
sons were thrown down by the shock
with public affairs. I am free to con- fore. There is, on the other hand,
sheet
will
render
yeoMr.
and
cold
Sena
doubt
that
water
and
bath
can
fess that I for one, shared this prejuof the explosion or hurled through
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Warrant 4 sheet
in the campaign for the
be
had
when
wanted.
windows.
a
dice, but I want to say that my expe- man services
What
4
sheet.
picture
plate glass
Commitment
rience on the grand jury has caused adoption of the constitution and will for a moving picture machine! The
sheet
Attachment Affidavit,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
me to change my mind completely on give the Democratic secretary. Sum- flash of the explosion, a street car goAttachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attorney-at-Laat
time
an
mers
interesting
Burkhart,
that point.
a
meteor
4
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
and
into
like
up
sheet
falling
Attachment
- New Mexice
ing
Writ,
"About a third of the grand jury the polls, for the Democratic party is the automobile the dead, the injured, Santa Fe,
Summons as Garnishee,
Attachment
GUESTS.
s
'"
was composed of Mexican people, and very slow to place
"
the scurrying crowds, the rush of six
sheet.
Chas. R. Easley.
as foreman I had every opportunity Into party positions of responsibility, priests to the scene to administer the Chas. F. Easley, ,i
sheet.
Execution,
Estaneia.
Santa Fe.
to judge of their efficiency, and I came and ignores the native 'people when sacraments to the dying, and on the
4
sheet
Summons,
&
EASLEY
conEASLEY,
the
convinced
that
ever it can. Its opposition to the
away absolutely
4
scenes of grim humor, like that
side
ot
sheet
Brand.
Certificate
Attorneys-at-Lacause of justice has nothing to fear stitution is inspired by the fear that of the little girl who was flung
sheet
Sheep Contract.
from a jury of Mexicans.
with statehood it will have to recog- through a
plate glass door and depos
Justice of the Peace Blank.
voter ited
WILLIAM McKEAN
"While the entire jury was highly nize the
in front of a candy
ofsheet
court
Appeal Bond,
court
and
the
Attorney-at-Lacommended by
much more liberally than heretofore, counter and without a scar on her.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Law.
Land
and
ficers, the credit belongs equally to and its fears are well founded.
Mining
Wasn t there an old saying some
sheet
- Appearance Bond.
New Mexico.
the English and Spanish speaking
Taos,
years ago that truth is stranger than
Stock Blanks.
members."
New Mexico came prominently to fiction?
Nac. w. g. WARD
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Venthe front at the meeting of the
A WASTED OPPORTUNITY.
Territorial District Attorney
sheet
Recorded Brand,
tional Apple Congress at Denver last
It is too bad that sorrow, poverty, For San Miguel and Mora Counties dor's
The Democrats had a beautiful op- week.
Bradford
L.
Bill ot Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
New Mexico 40c per book.
portunity to demonstrate to the doubt- Prince, by sheer intellectuality and ex crime, must obtrude themselves upon Las Vegas,
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
ing voters of thrir own party and to perience, proved himself the movingfthe notice of rejoicing humanity at
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
the conservative Republicans, the force of the Congress and laid down this season, but the Associated Press
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
4HOLT Sl SUTHERLAND
Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Vendor's
beauty of the initiative, of the refer- the platform upon which will he built dispatch on another page tells of
Bill ot Sale Range Delivery, 1 4
Attorneys-at-LaThirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
endum, of the direct primary, of the an organization, not only national in thousands of shivering, starving men
Practice in the District Courts as sheet
well lighted and ventilated,
recall, but they failed to do it. They scope, but to cover the western hem- in line in Chicago, patiently waiting well as before the Supreme Court of
Bill
sheet
of
Sale,
called a convention to meet In Santa isphere. A program of usefulness was in the biting wind for the cup of cof
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
Drive
and
to
the territory.
Gather,
Authority
Fe on last Saturday to construct a laid out, and as was fitting,
fee and the penny roll that charity Las Cruces.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
New Mexico Handle Animals Bearing Owner's ReBehind
piatform for the Democrats to stand
Prince was elected the president distributed among them.
CHEERFUL DINING
corded Brand,
sheet
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
upon during the constitutional cam- for the first year, although he did not these thousands of men, lurk thou
to Gather, Drive and
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
Authority
DAVIES
RENEHAN
&
of
on
time
was
the
Now
Proprietor.
part
$3.00 A DAY
paign.
desire the place and there were oth- sands of women and children, to
E. P. Davlei Handle Animals Not Bearing Owners-Recordethe patriotic voters to "initiate" ers who did want it and came from whom Christmas is a grizzly mock A. B. Renehan
sheet
Brand,
Attorneys at Law.
planks, for the party organization to states that ordinarily have greater in- ery, and there is also the picture of
Contrato de Partldo,
pliego.
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
refer them to the people for decision; fluence than New Mexico. In addition the imagination, of these thousands
Escritura de Renuncia,
pliego.
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law s
to select delegates to the convention to Governor Prince, other New Mexi- of men in
fury streaming down State specialty. Office in Catron Block;.
Documento Garantlzado. 2 pliego.
such
to
recall
and
direct
by
primaries
co citizens were honored by places street where wealth is making a vulNew Mexico
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TO

THEM,

LIBERAL

TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES
WE WILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST,

Pae One.,

THE HOMES

OUR CUSTOMERS, AND REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER

!

SURPRISES.
from
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'

BUNCH OF

Continued

FURNITURE

AND

CONTINUING

THERE-
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AFTER, INAUGURATE THE INSTALLMENT SYSTEM OF CREDIT, IN
tion Is sued and to hear a class of
OUR FURNITURE AND STOVE DEPARTMENT.
blind pupils recite the alphebet would
sound about like this: "A, 1; B.
THIS IS THE
SYSTEM THAT IS IN VOGUE IN
C
D,
and so on. By placing j
ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE COUNTRY. BY PAYING A PART
his fingers 6n a letter the pupil cani
tell at once by the position of the
DOWN AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY INSTALLMENTS,
YOU CAN
or any other
point's whether It is
TAKE THE GOODS AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING.
combination.
The advantage of this is that the
THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
pupil has to learn only six positions,
all of which urc dirprtlv linrlpr his
AND STOVE DEPARTMENTS.
DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT
finger8 ingtead of earnillg twenty-siTHE REGULAR TERMS OF CREDIT IN ANY OF THE OTHER DEoutlines for the letters and ten for
the fingers.by the old raised letPARTMENTS OF OUR STORE. WE POSITIVELY WILL NOT EXTEND
ter system.
THIS
SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.
work
In the school
the same text
books are used as in the public
WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE COMthe same lessons being
schools;
Now
I
In
want to say
Braile.
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE, WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR
printed
a word about the teachers.
IT. THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE
OUR
SALES, BUT ENWe read much about Helen Keller,
the wonderful blind deaf mute who
ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO
tooK tne regular Harvard
course aj
PURCHASE GOOD RELIABLE FURNITURE, BECAUSE OF THEIR LIM- few years ago, but we seldom read
0
about Annie Sullivan, the equally
ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT A COMwonderful teacher whose patience;
and skill made Helen Keller's sucFORTABLY FURNISHED HOME AFFORDS.
cess possible.
And as I listened to the recitations
and saw the work of the thirty blind
children at the New Mexican Institute for the Blind I could not help
&
feeling that ,back of all this worldof
patient painstaking work by conscien-ciou- s
teachers that the world does
not properly appreciate.
Who are the teachers at thuj New
the city yesterday and registered at Mexico Institute for the Blind? First, SPIRITS HELPED SCHIEGEL
the Palace.
there's Mr. Cox, the head teacher in
TO $12,000 FORTUNE.
R. F. Edmundson of Phoenix, is at the literary department. It was he
Cheyenne, Wyo., Dec. 20. Charles
the Claire. Other Arizonians at the who trained the elocutionists.
Then
same hotel are Ralph Aspoas and C. there is Miss Woodbury, the music E. Schlegel, who recently departed
Lemmon of Tucson.
teacher who secured such wonderful for Buffalo, N. Y., on a spiritualistic
An ideal form of investment is
"Mr. and Mrs. Jose Montaner,
ac- results in musical lines.
Miss Saun- "hunch" that his mother and sisters,
a
companied by Miss Domithila
Read, ders Is head of the Girls' Industrial who reside there, were depriving him
in
left this morning for Velarde to spend department and also assists In the of a fortune
to him by a
bequeathed
Sunday with relatives." Taos Valley literary work. Mrs. Harris Is the ma- German aunt, in a letter to Mrs.
News.
tron and then there is R. R. Pratt, Schlegel states that his inspiration
Miss Madeline Mills who is con- the superintendent who looks after was
correct, and that he has already
valescing from an attack of typhoid the entire institution and sees that found $12,000 of which he is wrongfever has regained sufficient strength the
good work goes on.
fully deprived. The letter to Mrs.
to be up and about for a short time
It may he of interest to show the Schlegel does not go into details.
each day.
program that was given during my Schlegel is a farmer, and resides on
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Belknap
of
visit, a program that would do credit a homestead in the Chugwater secNaravisa left this forenoon for their to any academy where the pulis have tion of this
These certificates are issued for deposits of $50. and
county.
new home at Farmington where Mr.
their eyes and ears to help them ac-- i
Belknap will engage in the practice
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of FOUR PER
quire a broad education.
Santa Fe Should Do
of law.
Program.
Kind
of
Stunt.
This
ly,
per annum, payable annually or
"G. H. Bakers, postmaster and lawVisiting Class Rooms.
Canon City, Colo., Dec. 20. H. F.
yer at Dale, lies very ill at his home, Inspecting Building.
are
as
collateral .security, and can be
negotiable; good
of pneumonia, and not much hope is
School Maddox, secretary of the Canon City
Song New Mexico
Business Men's association, gave out
renewed at interest periods.
entertained of his recovery." Clay- Recitation Old Pine Box
the following figures regarding the
ton Citizen.
(Frand Stanton) Dewey Gwin, La
Call on us or write for further information.
Miss Richie Seligman has recovapple crop of this vicinity for 1910.
Luz.
Five hundred and eighty-fivcarloads
ered sufficiently from her serious ill- Piano Solo Story of a Mouse
ness to be planning her return home
The
Bank
Fe.
(Frank Lynes) already shipped, 150 carloads in local
from St. Vincent's sanitarium by
shipments by express, seventy-fivMamie Goane, Silver City.
cicarloads used locally for vinegar
Christmas day.
Vocal Duet Juanita
R. J. Palen, President.
Mrs. Warren, who has been visiting
Mamie Goane, Silver City, and Lola der, etc., and fifty carloads shipped
J. B. Read, Cashier.
out of Beaver park, making 1,000 carMrs. Neill B. Field in Albuquerque,
Gonzales, Albuquerque.
is expected home this week to spend Recitation A Similar Case
(Anon) loads in all.
Christmas with her parents, Mr. and
Yiacero Gashtea, Laguna Indian.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere.
British Government Will
Song Old Black Joe
"Thomas B.. Catron, prominent atHave 126 Majority.
(Stephen C. Foster)
torney of Santa Fe, is in the city havBy Pablo Olona, Puerta de Luna;
London, Dec. 20. Elections to the
Amolia
Gonzales,
ing come up from the capital last
Albuquerque; new
parliament closed yesterday. The
Mamie Goane, Silver City, and
night to look after legal usiness."
will have a majority of
government
"Ortiz,
Las Vegaa Optic.
Albuquerque, accompa- 12G.
nied by Louise Jones, Texico, on
jN. P, Nelson of Chicago, represent
Hondurans Protest.
ing Rand McNally . & Co., the map
guitar, and Lola Gonzales, Albuquermakers and school book publishers, que, on mandslin.
Washington, Dec. 20 The Hondur-a. (Pierre Renard)
was today in consultation with the Piano Solo
government today protested
Frank Chaves, Valencia.
territorial department of education.
against permitting the department of
Lumber and all kinds
the steamer Hornet from New Or
miss DornsKa uranaan, wno is a Song My Own United States
Lump, nut and
s
student In Colorado College, Colorado
leans on the ground that the vessel
of building material
mine
run coal
School Chorus.
Springs, is spending the holidays with
contemplates leading a revolutionary
her parents, Superintendent and Mrs Recitation When Melindy Sings . .
movement against President Davilla.
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
Clinton J. Crandall of the U. S. Indian
....Ben King
Industrial School.
By Louise Gonzales, Alamogordo.
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
A Splendid Tonic
"Mrs. McNitt of Santa Fe, court Piano Solo May Bells Ringing
Heinrich Seiwaart
Cora, Ky. Mrs. Iva Moore, of this
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
stenographer for this district was in
Taos this week taking testimony in
place, says: "I was so weak, I could
By Pricilla Ortiz, Albuquerque.
some land matters which
Hon Loves Old Sweet. Song
By School hardly walk. I tried Cardui, and was
Wand Drill Physical Culture Class. greatly relieved. It is a splendid tonCharles Spiess was Investigating."
to
ic. I hava. recommended Cardui
Gymnasium Dancing
Taos Valley News.
Physical Culture Class many friends, who tried it with good
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo of El
results." Testimony like this comes
Rito, Rio Arriba county, is in town.
unsolicited, from thousands of earnest
He is confident that the constitution ENCARNACION ZERMA BOUND
tS ad km
T!cphM
OVER TO GRAND JURY. women, who have been benefited by
will be approved by the people and
triers
Mverd
successful
use
tonic
of
the
ytv
that
timely
that Rio Arriba county will give a
Cardui.
medicine,
Purely
vegetable,
20.
N.
.
it.
Dec.
for
Jus
M.,
Albuquerque,
majority
H Mlmwimg m wggwtted to Ike Wn m MMtfedBg
Sheriff Silviano Roybal of Chamita, tice of the Peace David Perea yester miid, but reliable; Cardui well merits
eooi Md tavHiiig
its high place in the esteem of those
Rio Arriba county,' arrived in the city
Zer-ma
day morning bound Encarnacion
who have tried it. It relieves womGINeE ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEKON SODA, MOM MEW,
yesterday. He is on his way to Las
over to await the action of the en's pains, and strengthens weak
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
Vegas to take an Insane woman to
TABLE MINERAL. WATERS.
the asylum there. The sheriff is reg grand Jury in the sum of $2,000. Zer- - women. It is certainly worth a trial.
ma was given a preliminary hearing Your druggist sells Cardui.
istered at the Coronado hotel.
Eduardo M. Otero arrived yester on a charge of attempting to murder
Q
mU frvm filtered water.
NENRY KRICK,
day from his sheep camp1 near
Pedro Zamora. The trouble occurred
Socorro county.
He reports last
Restaurant
La
Salle
Saturday night at a dance in
range conditions fair but that moisZerma was there with
ture is greatly needed. He will spend Martineztown.
mmmammmsmmammammmm
gun when the fracas started and
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
the Christmas holidays in Santa Fe. the
RIPE FRUIT NOW
of shooting out the lights as
instead
Miss Flossie Sanford, of this city,
Two Doors below F. Andrews' Store,
he should have done, took two shots
CUT
111
who Is
FLOWERS, WEDDING
with pneumonia at Madrid, at
effect In the
Zamora, one
REGULAR MEALS 25c.
and FUNERAL
southern Santa Fe county, where she left side, the othertaking
BOUQUETS,
in the arm. Zerma
DESIGNS.
has been teaching school, is reported is in
R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
ALL HOURS
AT
SHORT
ORDERS
one
no
come
for
having
jail,
much better and an effort will be ward with
security for his freedom.
CLAREBDOH POULTRY YARDS
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
made tomorrow to bring her to her He is from Mexico. Zamora, who is
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
home in this city tomorrow.
a native of Albuquerque, has been in
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. (JMckene
Will Serve, Hoi Tamales, Chile
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oti clean wholesome food
"Edith Ferry Hickox of Santa Fe Is trouble before and It is said Zamora
con Came, Posole, Beans and
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
to winter In the city with her father, is not wholly to blame for the
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.
all other Spanish Dishes.
G. W. Hickox.
Miss Hickox.
Miss
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Mrs. E. J. Moore of Denver is at
the Capitol Hotel.
Fred Temple, of London, England,
is a tourist at the Montezuma.
J. Eaton, a well known meat salesman of Las Vegas, is in the city.
A. J. Lamey, a postal inspector from
Washington, is at the Capitol Hotel.
M. D. Schneider of Des Moines, la.,
is in the city on insurance business.
N. P. Wilson of Salt Lake City, is
here on business. He is at the Montezuma.
Mrs. J. B. Jones of Kingman is a
visitor in the city. She is at the Capital Hotel.
C. E. Stidims, traveling auditor of
the Denver and Rio Grande, is in the
city on business.
Francis Spiegelberg of'xew York,
is at the Claire. He is visiting relatives in this city.
R. R. Larkins, of Las Vegas, repre- sentative of the American Book Com-- ,
pany, is at the Palace.
Miss Etta Moore, who is attending
Colorado College at Colorado Springs,
is home for the holidays.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan Is able to sit
up a short time each day after a long
siege with typhoid fever.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police has gone to Albuquerque
for over the Christmas holidays.
A. M. Stedman and George F. Powers, are traveling men from Denver,
registered at the Montezuma hotel.
Penitentiary Warden Cleofes Romero returned last evening from Las Vegas where he was a witness in court.
Mrs. J. B. Mershon arrived from
Glenwood, Iowa, yesterday to
visit
her parents Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Garcia.
Elias Clark, a merchant of Alcalde,
Rio Arriba county, who is a. frequent
visitor in the city is at the Montezuma hotel.
J. F. Fraser, of Denver, auditor of
the Globe Express Company, was in
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We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

S. KAUNE & Co.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Investments.

We

H.

I

Hickox is a very talented musician
and will prove an addition to the musical circles of the city." Albuquerque
Morning Journal.
"When the railroad comes
into
Taos, I am coming here to locate."
So spoke Hon. Charles Spiess, one of
the leading attorneys in New Mexico
and recently the efficient and impar-tial presiding officer of the constitu
tional convention, to the News on
Taos Valley News.
Wednesday."
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Stange-Edward-

an easy shave
Whenever you wantever
gave.
As good as barbers
me at my saloi
Just call on
noon
or
At morn or eve busy
with grace
I'll curl and dress the
- hair
your face,
I'll suit the contour
My razor sharp and o sors keen.
My shop Is neat and lowelsare clean
And everything l ininit yuu uuj
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

....

THOMAS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

BATH ROOM

T. W. ROBERT'S

m

O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta

Fe,

N

M

THE PERFUME OF SANTA'S
MEMORY

lOOD'TC HACK LINE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

is like a halo that's ever round us.
His pack may be heavy, but it's never
too large to carry.
OUR DELICATE PERFUME
FOR XMAS TIME.

We have a triple extracts that almost
outlast the year.
XMAS GIFT SUNDRIES AT THIS
leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
STORE
at
arrives
and
the north bound train
are elegant but not expensive.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
THE CAPITAL
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
I'ta.S.a.er

4eato

PHARMACY

MaJe

bxxtx Gosafbxta.'bl.

FARE gST

$5.00

Successors to

Stripling-Burrow-

s

& Co.

If you went anything on earth try
U you vrant anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
f0BaHHHHBaBB9BBBSBflHnBBB

i

M

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

Pfrtor

Mag-dalen-

CLARENDON
GARDEN

tZ4
a

and

Bill

i
n
ri
nour ciecxric service
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

Wease Agents

Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

and

NIGHT

Call them in Operation

Satfta Fc Water; AND Liciht Comoanv

f AGE
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1, &

St. Louis Rocky
Pacific

NATURAL

BLARNEY.
QUESTION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 State.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchei, of Cuba,
N. M., for the claim 4372 In Sec. 7,
T. 20 N.. R. 1 W.. and Sec. 12, T. 20

Company.

Railway

against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows ot any substantial reason under the laws and regulation
ot the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant;
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.

Notice for Publication.
(013780.)
Coal Land Jemes Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4373

WRECKED AMBITION.

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

d

RATON NEWMEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

In effort Sept, 1st
STATIONS

(Rettd Down)
Miles

19

Lv..

Ies

(Read Up)

1910

20.

Moines. N. M.. .Ar

4 00
3 60

Kunialdo

3
3
3
2

iJeUman

Oapulin
Vigil
Thompson ..
Ounnintriiam
..Olifton House N.M
Ar
Raton, N. M, ...

9 35
io on

Uaton, N.M

... .Olifton House N' M
SPreston
Koehler Junction.
.Koehler.

15
05

15

2 25
1 55

.

.Lv

30

1

Ar

10 15
9 4i

.

30

i.
.

Clara There goea oxt of our mort
distinguished men.
Claude What la his particular line
of graft?

8 55

SOolfax

0rroso90

Lv
Cimarron
Ar
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park. N. M...LV

Ar
Lv

j

Ar

pm

Sonny, I'm from the country
"Aw, gwan, I kin ten by your look
youVe been a city man all yer life!"

ilOonnects at Oolfax with E. P. & H. W. Ry, train both N'orth'andfSoatb.;
SStuBO (or Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.M.
Staire leaves (Ho Pin-it- . N, M., for Kllzabethtown, N. M., '.at .9:00 '.a. m, dally except
undars, Fare fci.uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound bafrfjae carried free.
O.
S. train leave lea Mjtaes, .V, M-- , for the south at 11:11 p. m. larrlves fromthe
Sooth at 4:38 a. m.
VAN

HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

a"

--

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

N., R-- 2 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of th
Princeton 1 young George study township, viz:
ing nowT
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
Tale Yea. He expected to become Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all o!
a baseball pitcher, but unfortunately Cuba. N. M.
he eriously injured bis arm and had
Any person who desires to protest
to five up the idea.

ONE OR THE OTHER.

$4.05

LAS VEGAS
AND RETURN
account of

New Mexico

EL PASO, TEXAS

ANENT THE KICKER.

Educational
Association Meeting

and return
$16.40

L.ZJZZ- -

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

Dec. 27th to29lh 1910
A fare and one fifth for the
round trip has been authorized
from all points in New Mexico

Lowest Holiday Rate and
Quickest Time Via

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

-

CENTRAL

NOT HIS FAULT.

East or West

Stenographer Why do the boys In
the offloe call the cashier "Piano
Jones"?
It's either because he
Bookkeeper
plays the piano all the time or because he hates it I can't remember
which.

Dates of sale Dec.
30-3- 1

Helen
n

HAD

A

anl Jan.

23-24-- 25

1st and 2nd.

Good returning until

What a superb kicker that

is!
Reggy He ought to be. He's the
star boarder up at our boarding house.
second-basema-

ECONOMY.

January 3rd. 1911.

GOOD REST.

For Rates and full information address

$3.35
FROM LAMY 75c,
FOR THE ROUND TRIP
"SANTA FE All The WAY'

a vi
in
uni
MULiun

j

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

Side Ride to
Santa Fe, from
Las Vegas,

hour daylight
train each di'r e c t i o n

Twelve

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bishee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

BO

NEW

including, Trinidad and El
Paso.
Dates of Sale Dec. 26th, to 29th.
Return Limit, January 2nd, 1911.

EXCURSION

RATES

Paso Texas.

Wifey Why will you persist ia com
lng home in this condition?
Hubby Dunno. I hie guess I got
on the wrong car.

COLORADO SPRINGS,

DENVER.

$13.60

$15.80
TRINIDAD
$11.50
EL PASO,!
$17.90

EXCURSION FARES

-Callahan will do anything to mvm
money."
"He will, ehr
"Sure whin Norah Kelly threatened to sue him for fifty dollars for
breach of promise he married hex."

Rate of one fare for Round
trip between all stations
on the

WELL LIKED.

4

V

i

PUEBLO
$12.25
LAS VEGAS

RATON,
$10 50
ALBUQUERQUE
$4.60

$4.50
BELEN

$4.50

One and one third fare to all other
points in New Mexico and Colorado.

"Did it do you any good to send
your wife and eight children to th
mountains this summer?"
"Oal yes; I felt fine."

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23rd, 24th,
25th, 26th, 30th and 31st, and
January 1st, , and 2nd. 1911.

JUST FOR AN INSTANT.

Final Return Limit, Jan. 3rd. 1911.

PlQQRANDg

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

ONE THEORY.

--

'TICKETS ON SALE,
Dec. 23, 24,25, 26 & 31''

H. S. LUTZ. Agent

1 Santa Fe, N.M.

Also January lst.!&2nd.

Rdbbei Stamps!

Fecke Were you ever on as auto
GO TO

CALIFORNIAJ

"SB

VIA THE SANTA FE

WINTER TOURIST
ON SALE NOW

RATES
'

Winks How did Jenkins get that,
great bump on his forehead 7
Thinks I don't know, unless H was
that his head grew so big that it hit
the root.

SAN FRANCISC6$6(5.90
LOS ANGELES J r)Q90 "
SAN DIEGO
CITY OF MSXICO, 68.15,
PHOENIX, ARIZ, M5.55

jinoblle?
Ttm Does dogs like yousef
Weeks Tes; once. Were you?
Weary Sure! A dog oncet was so-I don't know. I was merelj
attached to me dat (ley had ter chop ionFecke front
dashboard for the frac
the
off
wit
a
az!
tim
Etion of a second, and before I could
jilok myself up It got away.
PRETTY BAD!
EASY RUNNING.
"

PRICE-LIS- T

WHAT?

i

Carrying the XT. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
E3 Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaugihn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
tn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowances ef 60 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

"

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
J

VWtH.PlV?-''-

one-hal-

lf

Santa Fe, N. M.

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished te ac
commodate any number of passenger
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Ros
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate tot
special $40.00 to accommodate four o
fewer passengers to either point.

,

One-lin-

For further information, otimetables and
Pullman reservation, call on or address.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

is
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong ...
Each additional line on same stam p, 10o.
Inches long
2S.
One-lin-e
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15s
25e.
e
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 6 Inches long
20c
same
stamp,
Each additional line on
toe.
One-lin-e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional fine, same srlee.
(Curved lines on 8tamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In elz, ws charge for one
f
Where type used Is over
or
fraction.
Inch
line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
Ka
..
for
i
rf.ta
mri
.st
kVkfli wmbi m,,J
".53
In
and
year
Ledger Dater month, day
.35
Reaular line Dater
Deflnanea Model Band Cstsr
1.50
.
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
1.53
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.
25 cents; 2 34x4
10 cents; 2x3 14, 16 cents; 2
75 cents.
50 cents; 4
15 cents; 3
ADDHESS
FOR 1YPE SPECIMENS
One-Un-a

2

Libaral atop-ove- r
privileges
Lang time limit
and
Pullman
Tourist Sleepers.
Through
Comfortable Chair Cars, Steam
Heated and Electric Lighted.
SANTA FE ALLTHEWAY.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS,
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
NOW
STAMPS MORE
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAYS

Weeks Why are you stopping?
Yob didn't ran over that man.
Swiftly I know it I Just want to
ee what ails the steering gear.

Grace (sighing) Ont
dear, he
hasn't proposed yet.
"HoWs de flshinT
Ethel Well, what can you expect
"Wen, It's jest a leetle mtte better "a, of a chap who never runs his auto
over ten miles an hour?
gotn to school would be!"

TO AND FROM ROSWEll.
TAKE CARE.
made with Automobile
Connection
Vow Hfenpack obvt wlB ba
Remember that when your kidneys
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Be ssvar will, aladkl
In
are affected, your life Is
l
danger, Automobile leaves Vaughn for
all his children are tt toot
that button up the back.
M. Mayer, Rochester, N. T., says: "My
at 8:30 a. m. end arrives at Rostrouble started with a sharp shooting well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
A Ttouohfng Affair.
pain over my back which grew worse Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
dally. I felt sluggish and tired, my and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
una that hr nates!
kidney action was Irregular and In- fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
stethoscope and a sensitive teUpbon
I started using Foley Kid- Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
frequent.
rrom
sunenns
witn
persons
rray,
heart troubles, physicians can keep to ney Pills. Each dose seemed to put Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
new life and strength into me, and mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
better touch with their patients.
Diggs I wonder If the doctors wtO now I am completely1 cured and feel
If you want anything on earth. try
touch them harder or ofenev Tool better and stronger than, tor years."
'
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
....
ksss Statesman

Poor Man.
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any of the new judges whom the
President has named for this court.
Chairman Knapp of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, who will be
chief justice of the new court, is of
the opinion that it will be unable to
sit in judgment before the 1st of February, or a little later. There is
much detail connected with the inauguration of a new governmental institution so important as the court of
commerce, said Judge Knapp today.
It is not simply a case of taking the
oath and finding a hall in which to
establish a new court house, in bis
opinion.
It is necessary for the court to agree
within itself who shall practice before it, what rules and regulations are
to govern the procedure how the procedure is to be pursued, what cases
are to be docketed first, and how the
court is to entertain pleas. Ail these
things, and a great many more, are
to be determined upon by the court
between the time the commissions are
issued to the five members and the
first sitting.
At present there is no public hall in
Washington, belonging to the government in which the court of commerce
can sit. A place will have to be rent
ed, and this will fall to the marshal
(when he is appointed) and to Chief
Justice Knapp.
It is understood that Judge Kriapp
will take his oath of office and otherwise qualify just as soon as the Senate confirms Mb nomination. This
means that there will be a vacancy on
the interstate commerce commission
by the first of the year. This vacancy will be filled by W. H. Meyer, of
Wisconsin.
Population Anonuncement.
Washington, Dec. 20. The director
of the census has announced the population of the following cities in the
state of Arkansas having a population
in excess of 5,000, as shown by an
official count of the returns of the

BILLS
ANDREWS

Three of Them Are to Aid
Worthy Veterans to Secure
Pensions

$5,000 FOBTWOTESI

WELLS

Court of Commerce Is to
ganize for Business on
February 1.

Or-

Washington, Dec. 20. Delegate Andrews introduced the following bill:
Be

it

enacted, etc.

Section 1. That there is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the
treasury, not otherwise appropriated,
the sum of five thousand dollars for
the purpose of defraying the expense
of digging two public test wells for
public use in Union county, New Mexof
ico; one to be dug on the SE
Section 11, township 20, range 34, and
the other to be dug on the NW
of
section 28, township 18, R. 36, New
Mexico principal meridian.
Sec. 2. That the secretary of the
treasury is hereby directed to pay over the money appropriated to the
treasurer of Union county, to be expended by or under the supervision of
the board of commissioners of Union
county for the purpose herein describ4

4

ed.
Read twice and referred to the committee on territories and ordered to

be printed.

Pension Bills.
bill to increase the pension
of Charles R. Gentner late of Company
Also

a

sixth regiment Pennsylvania volunteer cavalry and pay him a pension
at the rate of fifty dollars per month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Also a bill to increase the pension
of Benjamin W. Patterson, late of
t
company F,
regiment Missouri infantry and pay him a pension
at the rate of fifty dollars per month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Each read twice and referred to
the committee on invalid pensions.
Also a bill authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to place on the
pension roll the name of Alvina
widow of Michael McCabe late
of company I, 15th regiment New Jersey volunteer infantry, and pay her a
dolpension at the rate of twenty-fou- r
lars per month.
Read twice and refrred to the committee on pensions.
Court of Commerce.
The new court of commerce will
organize for business by February 1.
That is to say, this will be the program, provided there is not determin
ed opposition to the confirmation of
D,

forty-eigh-

Mc-Cab-
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Mestas Jesusita L.

HOWS THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In
all business transactions, and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN, & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Fresh Air in Winter

Martine3 Demostenes.
Montoya Adelia.
Notah Nat.
Naranga Gavina.
Ortiz Anita.
Price Fred.
Padilla Dioniso.

In winter, it is hard to get fresh afr
Some rooms in a
than others,
colder
are
house
usually
and if you open the windows it is
hard again to heat the room properly.
If you keep the windows closed
you don't get fresh air; if you keep
them open you cannot quickly reheat
the room. The

In certain rooms.

Smith H. C.
Starkweather C. H.
Stanford Mr.
Sanches Basilio (2).
Thompson

C. A.

Tyler Rugenla.
Tafoya Manuel.
Whitewolfe Edward.
Valerio Lionraardo.
In calling for these letters pleas
state whether "advertised" or not

and

FOR RENT Rooms
House for housekeeping.

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
all modern conveniences, 216 Grant.
FORSALE Cheap, ono 1910 Model
Excelsior Motorcycle; reason leaving
town. See Nusbaura. at Museum.
FOR RENT Six room furnished
house best location in town. Lease
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson
Co.

fRFECTI:

E. C. BURKE,

appointment of Miss Ula Gilmore as
Lincoln
Glencoe,
postmaster at
You Must Read This

Postmaster.

If You Want the
Benefit.
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., suffered with a severe case of lumbago.
"The pains were so Intense I was forced to hydomeric injections for relief.
These attacks started with a pain in
the small of my back which gradually
became fairly paralyzing. My atten
tion was attracted to Foley's Kidney
Remedy and I am glad to say after
UBing this wonderful medicine I am
no longer bothered In any way by my
old enemy lumbago." Sold at Capital

county.

Pensions Secured.
secured
Delegate Andrews has
through the pension office tha following pensions:
Mrs. Geronima
Valdez de Medina,
Wagon Mound, $12, from March 29,
1910; also accrued pension to the
soldier's death. Henry W. Boutwell,
Socorro, oncrease to $15, November
15, 1910. Paul Mayer, White Oaks,
guardian minor choldren. Fred Mayer, $12, from May 2(1, 1910, also accrued pension to death of the soldier; Pharmacy.
also $2 per month from May 20, 1910
for each of three minor heirs. GUILTY OF RUINING
GIRL UNDER FIFTEEN.
Charles A. Leach, Deming, increase
Mrs.
to $50, from November 2, 19-Second Case of That Sort of Juvenile
Velarde, $12,
Qurina F. de Martin.
Depravity at This Term of Court
also accrued pension to date of the
at Albuquerque.
death of the soldier.
Albuquerque, N. M Dec. 20. When
court convened at 9 o'clock yesterday
Worse than an alarm of fire at night
Ira A. Abbott received
is the metallic cough of croup, bring- morning. Judge
the sealed verdict returned by the
ing dread to the household. Careful jury Saturday night in the case of the
mothers keep Foley's Honey and Tar
versus Bartolo Baca, indict
in the house and give it at the first Territory
ed on a charge of ruining a girl un
thirteenth census:
of danger. It contains no opiates.
der fifteen years of age. The verdict
1910
1900 sign
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
when read, proved to be one of guilty.
j
11,138
Baca will be sentenced when all the
23,975 11,587
LETTER LIST.
criminal cases for this term are dis
8,772
5,550
List of letters remaining uncalled
or. Baca was convicted of a
9,973'
14,434
posed
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. detestable crime, that of
7,123
holding for
4,508
M., for week ending December 20, 1910 evil
purposes in his home near the
45,491 38,307
If not called for within two weeks wool
scouring mill of a small girl
5,248
3,324
will be sent to the dead letter named
Ronquilla, whom it is alleged
15,102 11,496 they
office at Washington.
he shamefully mistreated.
5,655
4,914
Ballou
William.
Arizona
Beetram Paul.
4,874
She Broke Down Entirely
Baca Alvino.
California- Caldwell T. M.
Lantz, W. Va., Mrs. Tebe Talbott,
4,199
of this place, says, "I had been trouCufre E.
Georgia
bled with womanly ailments for some
Bonifacio
Chavez.
5,322!
6,727
time, and at last I broke down entireDacalor Santiago.
Indiana- ly. I got so weak I could scarcely
Edwards F. L.
25,187 22,611
walk across the room. Thanks to
Fisher Effgie.
Minnesota
I improved right off.
Now I
Cardui,
Giron
Selso.
.18,583
19,714
do my housework, and am
feeling
Missouri- Gonsalez Merce.
well." During the past 50 years, more
Hunter Glen B.
. 1,947
1,844
than a million women have been beneWisconsin
Hutchings Mrs. Alex.
fited by taking Cardui. You must be. 2,615
Hutchinson Mrs.
2,225
lieve that Cardui will help you, too,
Oklahoma
Kurkle
1907
Mrs. L. D.
since
It helped all these others. Car.
835
491
Lusero Elolsa.
dui is a safe, harmless, vegetable
Ft. Cobb
281
462
Moore J. J.
remedy, of positive, curative merit,
Postmaster at Glencoe.
Murray Ethel.
for women. At drug stores. Try one
Andrews
has
secured the Mares Martin S. (3).
Delegate
bottle. It will surely help you.
'

TYPEWRITERS

and odorless
the
solves
difficulty. You can leave
the windows in a room open all day
in winter, and when you close them
apply a match to a Perfection Oil
Heater and heat the room to any temperature you desire in a few minutes.
smokeless

Absolutely

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and yp writers
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Blac 231.

The Perfection Oil Heater is finished in Japan or nickel. It burns for
nine hours. It has a cool handle and a damper top. It has an automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader, which prevents the wick from being turned high
enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop back so that the wick can be
quickly clenaed. An indicator always shows amount of oil in the font.
The filler-ca- p
does not need to be screwed down. It is put In like s cork
In a bottle, and is attached to the font by a chain.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, because of a new
device in construction, and consequently, it can always be easily unscrewed In
an instant for rewicking. The Perfection Oil Heater is strong, durable, well
made, built for service, yet light and ornamental.

A Neat Christmas Gift Christmas
is not very far away and now Is the
time to order attractive gifts. Could
anything be nicer than boxes of embossed stationery? Leave your orders at the New Mexican.

CERTIFICATE

REEXTENDING
CHARTER.

Treasury Department,
Office of Comptroller of the CurDtifm Evtryuhere. If not at yours, write for dtscriptwt circular
rency.
to ine nearejr agency oj in
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, it has
been made to appear that THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
located in the City of Santa Fe, in the
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
Blekaup, Farmington; Mr. and Mrs. New Mexico, has complied with all
B.
HOTEL ARRIVALS J. R. Thompson, Stanley; Mrs. J. the provisions of the Act of ConJones. Kingman, Kas.; A. J. Laemy, gress "to enable National Banking AsWashington; Mrs. E. J. Moore,
sociations to extend their corporate
Palace.
existence, and for other purposes,
R. R. Larkins, Las Vegas; J. F.
approved July 12, 1882, as amended
Fraser, W. A. Stedham, A. W.
by the act, approved April 12, 1902;
Denver; J. Eaton, Las Ve- A SIMPLE SAFEGUARD
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
FOR MOTHERS.
gas; M. D. Sheridan, Des Moines, la.
Mrs. D. Gilkeson, 326 Ingles Ave., O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the CurClaire.
w. uu uKieujr term uii
Dy
Ralph Aspoas, C Uramon, Tucson; Youngstown, Ohio, gained wisdom se- FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
V. p. FY.rr.ev. Estancia
W. .T Patter-- ' experience.
"My little girl had a
almost con- - FE, located in the City of Santa Fe,
nn. Alhtinuernue- Francis Snteeel-- vere cold and coughed
hero- TJew VnrW- - Ttnv Tilhert.
St tinuOUBlv. My Sister recommended m the County of Santa Fe, and Terrlof
New
to
authorized
is
tory
Mexico,
Mo.; R. F. Edmundson, Phoe-- Foley's Honey and Tar. The first dose
Joseph,
I gave her relieved tne inflammation have succession for the period specinix- - William Ruff Denver.
'
'
'
fied in its amended articles of associa-bottl- e
one
and
in
throat
her
after
only
using
j
Montezuma,
her throat and lungs were en- - tion; namely, until close of business
A.
M.
F. C. Bakes, Albuquerque;
2
-a
i
.1
0:
i:
....
n
oiuce on neremher ,
iireiv tree irom lnnauimauou.
oiiruiiiaii, vitrvifec x' .- x uncia,
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF wit- I always keep a bottle of Foley s
then
Harwell.
fienrtre
r rerriiiot
:
nnn noo riT nmrck mm
m
nPRH
if
xl. 1.
we"1 "
: v nnnn
Mesilla Park; Fred Temple, London, "oe"" Bnuj iar lu lue UUUBB- second
of
December 101T
day
PharSold
substitute.
by Capital
E. Clark, Alcalde; Dr. W. E
England;
v
Ci
r vf titiiIIMMI. IlinCy.
IH till.
iTill
r.M H 1' H
j tt4
of the Currency.
Comptroller
Salt Lake; H. S. Cunningham,
Salt
(Seal)
ROAD TAX NOTICE.
Lake; I. Lazard, Cedarvale; H. C.
The time for paying road tax in the Charter No. 1750. Extension No. 1767.
Ocerman, Ottawa, Kas.; J. T. Odell,
city has been extended until Decem- E. II. Hartley. New York.
ber 31, 1910- Tnose wno nave not yet
Coronado.
TO-NIGBhould teke or 8end tne money
Harry Wilson, Stanley; Meliton
cia, Silviano Roybal. Chamita; T. j to police headquarters on San Franclsstreet wnen a receipt win oe given I
Knieht. Lebanon. Tenn.; D. Cross,
sent them.
or
William
Rogers, Lamy.
Moriarty;
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Capital.
Mayor.
Frank Blahut, Las Vegas; William

Continental Oil Company
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This Question Came Up in the K ecent

Tial

"Weekly" printed some criticisms of the claims 'made for

A

It evidently

foods.

our

did not fancy our reply printed in various newspapers

and brought suit for libel.

At the trial some Interesting facts came out

Further on he says: "The beginning and end of the matter is to

f

Potash),

2.91

per cent of the total,

This is over

Beaunls,

Potash

73.44

5.33

combined

es it in vegetables, fruits ana grain. To supply

shows

(Phosphate of

of all Mineral Salts.

deficiencies

per cent from a total of

is the

element in brain and you see food which does not contain it, you

have brain fag because its daily loss is not supplied.

Acid combined" and

In the trial a sneer was uttered because Mr. Post announced that he
re-

one-ha-lf

of Phosphate of Potash.

of

shows: Potassium and Phosphorus, (which join

Grape-Nut- s

and make Phosphate of Potash), is considerable more than

one-hal-

one-ha-

lf

at facts

its mineral salts.
healthy brain is important, if one would "do things" in this world.

A man who

sneers at "Mind" sneers at the best and least understood
That part which some folks believe links us to the

In-

Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which to act, and Nature has

de-

finite.

required.
nourishment.

says:
ganic

cell-sal-

t.

an authority on the constituent elements of the body

Potassium Phosphate (Phosphate of

entirely by the
Potash.)

This

inor-

1

A

peaceful and evenly poised mind is necessary to good digestion.

salt
Worry,

anxiety,

"There's a Reason"

fear, hate, etc., etc., directly interfere with or stops

unites with albumen and by the addition of oxygen creates nerve fluid or

1

the gray matter of the brain. Of course, there is a trace of other salts
and other organic matter
chief factor, and has

the

la nerve

fluid, but Potassium Phosphate is

the

power within Itself to attract, byt its own law

of affinity, all things needed td manufacture the elixir of life."

is

Nature's way to rebuild is by the use of food which supplies the things

nothing about.
Mind does not work well on a brain that Is broken down by lack of

"The gray matter of the brain Is controlled

as It

they know

of all

f

the mineral salts In the food.
Dr. Geo. W. Carey,

of all

used up from work of the previous day.
But we must be patient with those who sneer

Analysis

contains that element as more than

Grape-Nut- s

fined a way to make a healthy brain and renew it day by day

garding the effect of the mind on digestion of food.'
Considerable more than

That

part of himself.

brain-buildin-

had made years of research in this country and some clinics of Europe,

101.07.

That Brain is made of Phosphate of Potash as the principal Mineral

A

nown to be rich In this element, you

place before the life forces that which nature demands for

another authority, shows "Phosphoric

this

Salt, added to albumen and water.

On the contrary, if you eat food

one-ha'.- ;.

This trial has demonstrated:

ply the lacking principle, and In molecular form, exactly as nature furnish- -

mineral

of brain by an unquestionable authority,
Potash

sup-

The natural conclusion is that if Phosphate of Potash is the needed

The following facts, nowever, were quite clearly established:

of Mineral Salts, Phosphoric Acid and

fo? Libel.

only law of cure."

Some of the chemical and medical experts differed widely.

Analysis

tent

100 Garcia.

the flow of Ptyalin, the digestive Juice of the mouth, and also interferes
with the flow of the digestive juices of stomach and pancreas.

Posttim Cereal Co., Ltd.,

Therefore, the mental state of the individual has much to do (more
than suspected) with digestion.

Battle Creek Mich.
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every
Saturday for three weeks at the house
Palace
of R. L. Baca on East
Continuel From Page Two.
On the board are r. C. Allard, David
Rodriguez.
GOEBEL'S pi;o wash boards at Gonzales and Nemocio
Thus far, 368 have registered, but
the best to use.
No. 10 is Late Again No. 3 arrived there are at least 450 voters in the
about an hour late and No. 10 is re- precinct.
ported several hours late.
Something That Tourists nave often
Suitable presents for man, woman, wished for, can now be had in Santa
boy or girl can be found at FISCHER j Fe. Charles Gann has opened up a
DRUG GO'S at reasonable prices. Let! restaurant on San Francisco street,
us show you.
two doors below F. Andrews' where
Rec- he will serve,
Get your Edison Phonograph
beginning with breakords at Curio Store, Claire Building. fast tomorrow morning, hot tamales,
Add to your Home Equipment an chili con carne, pasole, beans and all
There are none other Spanish dishes. Short orders
Edison Phonograph.
better. Prices range from $15.00 to all hours of the day. Read the new
See them at Curio Store, display advertisement in this issue.
$200.00.
Claire Hotel Building.
,
Regular meals 25 cents. Board by the
"Captain George Curry, former gov--; week $5.
ernor of New Mexico, was a visitor in
Rainbow In the North A Huge rainAlbuquerque on Sunday, from Three bow spanned the northern sky this
Rivers, Otero county.
afternoon, a rather unusual sight In
People in the City, and out of the that portion of the sky. The rainbow
city, will do well to read carefully the followed a flurry of snow and rain.
ad. for S. Spitz, on page eight. There
Fresh candy, Liggett's, Allegretti's,
is no excuse for sending out of town &Hughes," have just arrived by exfor anything when such an extensive press at FISCHER DRUG CO'S REline ot everything in the jewelry line XALL Store.
can be had at home, with a guarantee
Indians Bound Over The four Inback of them, and jvhere you can see dians who were
brought here yesterwbat you are getting.
day from the Tiffany mines charged
Mr. Larrazolo Will Speak Tonight
with rifling the mines of turquoise,
O. A. Larrazolo will be the stellar at- were bound over
pending the return
traction at the court house tonight of Judge McFie who will try them. It
and the meeting will not be a long is said that these Indians are among
drawn out one. It will be short and the best citizens in Cochiti and are
snappy and every one is invited. The law abiding citizens but their fondmeeting begins at 8:30 p. m. Mr. Lar- ness for turqv.oise drove them to the
razolo spoke iu Estancia last, night mines which they, like many other
and will arrive here tonight.
Indians believe is as much their propAgain Tonight the two Lucky Jims erty as that of the pale face.
taken in our own city.
Pressing Occasions On pressing
Were You Among the Crowd that occasions, when you need your clothsaw the two Lucky Jims last night at ing or any part of it cleaned or pressthe Elks', there were 500, people who ed, Julius Muralter, invites you to
saw it. Your last chance to see it come to him, and not to be foolish
tonight and tomorrow.
enough to try to do the work yourTo Voters of Precinct 18 Precinct self at the sacrifice of clothes and
18 is anxious to make a good show- temper.
Read the ad in this issue.
Do Not Forget Do not forget tuat
ing as to the number of votes cast on
January 21. Every voer should per- tomorrow is special sale day on Indian
sonally see to it that he is registered. photos at the Santa Fe Trail Curio
The board of registration is in session Company. They are calling attention,
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GBOCERY AND BAKERY
SUGAR

Kilb.

FOR $1.00
60c.

STRICTLY FRESH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz,
GUARANTEED FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz.
Dz.
.
FRESH COLO. RANCH

EGGS

101b.

51b. 75c

81b. 50c

PURE LARD

2.85

201b.

l,45

BACON 20 24 and 30c lb.
DRY SALT BACON lb.

45c
35c

HAMS 20c lb.

15c-PRE-

WE HAVE EVERTHING THERE IS TO
EAT AND OUR

PRICES

TT

F. ANDREWS

Paone No. 4.

STORE

THE REXALL

THE REXALL STORE

1

CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS

CoiL Store

The

Eg?
selected
We have a small stock of Choice and well
GIFTS and
CIIRIbTMAS
suitable
for
goods
invite you 'to inspect what we off er.

TOILET

BOXES.

PENS,

SAFETY

STATIONERY,
RAZORS.

KODAKS

and

FANCY

CANDIES.

PACKAGE

ALL

NEW-- NO

LEFTOVERS

A Large Assortment of Tags. Seals

FISCHER DRUG
The

FOUNTAJN

PERFUMERY.

PIPES,

2

cdJL Sitore

Greeting Cards.

&

COMPANY
The tt&aHSL Store

rnv

A PURE, WHOLESOME, RELIABLE
CREAM OF TARTAR BAKING POWDER

!

So. 4.

T7

ream

j

RIGHT.

ARE

DECEMBER 20, 1910.

today and will be in session

Minor City Topics

No.

TUESDAY,

Cream of tartar is derived from grapes. It is used in Dr.
Price's Baking Powder in the exact form and composition in
which it occurs in that luscious, healthful fruit. The health-fulneof Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder is beyond question.

ss

NO ALUM, NO LIME PHOSPHATES
different brands of alum and
analyzed Sulphuric Acid was reported
officially
recently
baking powders
per cent, of
in large quantities, frequently greater than twenty-fiv- e
!
the whole weight of the baking powder
Chemical tests show that a portion of the alum from alum baking
powder remains as such and unaltered in the bread. "Read the Label

In every one of

alum-phospha- te

fifty-tw- o

in their ad today to the new style Edi- a new reel of pictures at the Elks.
son phonographs, and the latest recSanta Fe Paid $10,000 Damages-M- rs.
Jesse McPerron at Preston, Colords which they have Just received.
fax county, was yesterday paid $10,- Read the ad.
i
00u by the Santa Fe railway, a judg- We Show the Mountain Wife tonight

ment she secured in court at El Paso,
Texas. Preston McFherron was killed
in a rear end collision at Preston.
If you want anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

A FEW MORE SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

WHERE

CHRISTMAS

GIFTS

REPRESENT

FOR THE SWETEST GIRL

ACTUAL

VALUE

FOR THE GIRL'S SWEET HEART
OR THE WOMAN'S HU8BAND

OR THE DEAREST WIFE,

OR FATHER!

OR MOTHER!

Almond Sets,

will

Veil Pins
Lavaliers,
Brooches in Turquoise

Value and Beauty

&
&

READING LAMPS,
Silver Deposit Scotch Sets,
Military, Cloth & Hat Brushes,
Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, Watches,
Manicure Pieces,
Chain9,
Signet & Fancy Rings,
Turquoine Jewelry,
Pens, Desk Pieces.

Sandwich Trays,
After Dinner Sets,

Silver Deposit Cologne bottles,
Costers,
Coffee
Novelties,
Sterling Water Pitchers,
Flat Wear,
Bracelets,
Sugar and Creams,

CUT GLASS
Our name on a box
a guarantee cf

Salad Forks,

&

Tea Sets,

Candelabra,
Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Jewelry, & Novelties.

Beauty Pins,

DIAMONDS

8. SPITZ, manufacturing

Jeweler.

Hand Painted China

sterllng

& Ebony

For 30 Years- - Selling &

CUT GLASS
Our name on a box
a guarantee of

Toiiet SetSf

Value and Beauty

Guarantee! Jewelry

mmMSBMttWSflM'IBA.

err Christmas fo r vou
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Per
cent

1

Our assortment this
year is great deal
larger than last year
and are prepared to

off on

W

every

dol a
1

r

AO FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

s

.'fMfr-'Jt-

t

ft

We believing in pushing
mdse at reduced price r&ther
than to have same accumulate on shelves. We handle
all leading brands of ready to
wear garments and stand by
every garment sold to give A
No. 1 satisfaction or money
back. Our Motto is Honesty
and satisfaction to one and

worth of

toys in our store. It is only a
week or two until holiday trade
is over, rather than to have
Xmas toys left for next year
we extend offer of 25 per cent off
on every dollars worth of toys
in this Store. "We also mark
down every article in ladies and
gents furnishing, dress goods

all.

of

every discription, carpets
and rugs, men and woman shoes
in fact every thing' we have in
store at

15 per cent off
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fill needs of all.
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Buy your Xmasgif ts
now while stock i?
complete and do

not wait until last
minute and have
to buy what you
can get.

grand display. We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
piCKing isat its best. We will assist you in every way we can COME, SEE.
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